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Introduction 

Status 
MESSAGE TYPE: PROINQ 
REFERENCE DIRECTORY: D.01B 
EANCOM® SUBSET VERSION: 004 
 
Definition 
A message enabling the sender to inquire on a product or group of products from a master product 
catalogue according to criteria defined in the message. 
 
Principles 
The message usually relates to a manufacturer and/or supplier of goods and a buyer, or their 
respective agents. 
 
The buyer may specify in the message the attributes of a product or group of products for which it is 
interested in receiving additional information. This will allow a manufacturer and/or supplier to send 
the buyer only information for those products the buyer is specifically interested in rather than the 
entire product catalogue. 
 
The Product Inquiry message may request information in order to: 
 
    select a specific group or family of products from a suppliers entire product catalogue, e.g. a 
buyer requesting from a supplier of medical equipment all product information related to sterilised 
products. 
    select a product or group of products according to attributes or product characteristics as defined 
by the sender in the message, e.g. a retailer requesting a clothing manufacturer to send product 
information for all blue, white or striped men's shirts, sizes medium to extra-large. 
    determine the availability, lead-time and/or general commercial/sales conditions for a specific 
product. 
 
The response to a Product Inquiry message will be either a Price/Sales Catalogue (PRICAT) or 
Product Data (PRODAT) message, or both. 
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Branching Diagram 

 

  Tag Tag = Segment/Group Tag 

  St  MaxOcc St = Status (M=Mandatory, C=Conditional, R=Required, O=Optional, A=Advised, D=Dependent) 

  No MaxOcc = Maximum occurrence of the segment/group; No = Consecutive segment number 
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Message Structure 

 

Max. Occ. = Maximum occurrence of the segment/group, Status: M=Mandatory, C=Conditional, 
R=Required, O=Optional, A=Advised, D=Dependent 
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Seg. No. Status Max Occ Segment 
 

 

Product Inquiry Heading Section  
 

 

UNH 1 M 1 Message header 

 

BGM 2 M 1 Beginning of message 

 

DTM 3 M 9 Date/time/period 

 

CUX 4 C 1 Currencies 

 

SG1 M 99 NAD-SG2 

 

NAD 5 M 1 Name and address 

 

SG2 C 9 CTA-COM 

 

CTA 6 M 1 Contact information 

 

COM 7 C 9 Communication contact 

 

SG3 C 9 RFF-DTM 

 

RFF 8 M 1 Reference 

 

DTM 9 C 9 Date/time/period 

 

Product Inquiry Detail Section 
 

 

SG4 M 9999 LIN-SG5-SG6 

 

LIN 10 M 1 Line item 

 

SG5 C 999 CCI-CAV-MEA 

 

CCI 11 M 1 Characteristic/class id 

 

CAV 12 C 10 Characteristic value 

 

MEA 13 C 10 Measurements 

 

SG6 C 9999 IRQ-PIA-MEA-NAD-PGI-DTM-SG7 

 

IRQ 14 M 1 Information required 

 

PIA 15 C 10 Additional product id 

 

MEA 16 C 10 Measurements 

 

NAD 17 C 10 Name and address 

 

PGI 18 C 9 Product group information 

 

DTM 19 C 5 Date/time/period 

 

SG7 C 10 PRI-RNG 

 

PRI 20 M 1 Price details 

 

RNG 21 C 1 Range details 

 

Product Inquiry Summary Section  
 

 

UNT 22 M 1 Message trailer 
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Segment Layout 

 

Max. Occ. = Maximum Occurrence, St = Status, * = Restricted Codes 
Status: M=Mandatory, R=Required, O=Optional, C=Conditional, D=Dependent, A=Advised, N=Not used 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

1 UNH M 1 Message header 

 To head, identify and specify a message. 
 
Notes: 
1. Data element S009/0057 is retained for upward compatibility. The use of S016 and/or 
S017 is encouraged in preference. 
2. The combination of the values carried in data elements 0062 and S009 shall be used to 
identify uniquely the message within its group (if used) or if not used, within its 
interchange, for the purpose of acknowledgement. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
0062 Message reference 

number 

an..14  M 
 

Senders unique message 
reference. Sequence number 
of the messages in the 
interchange. DE 0062 in the 
UNT will be identical. Sender 
generated. 

 
S009 Message identifier  

 M 
  

 
 0065 Message type an..6  M  *  PROINQ Product inquiry 

message 

 
 0052 Message version 

number 

an..3  M  *  D Draft version/ 
UN/EDIFACT 
Directory 

 
 0054 Message release 

number 

an..3  M  *  01B Release 2001 - B 

 
 0051 Controlling agency, 

coded 

an..3  M  *  UN UN/CEFACT 

 
 0057 Association assigned 

code 

an..6  R  *  EAN004 GS1 version 
control number 
(GS1 Permanent 
Code) 

 
 0110 Code list directory 

version number 

an..6  O 
  

This segment is used to head, identify and specify a message. 
DE's 0065, 0052, and 0054: Indicates that the message is a UNSM Product Inquiry message based 
on the EDIFACT D.01B  directory. 
Example: 

Example: UNH+X+PROINQ:D:01B:UN:EAN004:X' 
Example: UNH+ME000001+PROINQ:D:01B:UN:EAN004' 
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Segment Layout 

 

Max. Occ. = Maximum Occurrence, St = Status, * = Restricted Codes 
Status: M=Mandatory, R=Required, O=Optional, C=Conditional, D=Dependent, A=Advised, N=Not used 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

2 BGM M 1 Beginning of message 

 To indicate the type and function of a message and to transmit the identifying number. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
C002 Document/message 

name 

 
 R 

  

 
 1001 Document name code an..3  R  *  251 Inquiry 

 376 Standing inquiry 
on product 
information 

 76C Standing inquiry 
on complete 
product 
information (GS1 
Temporary Code) 

 
 1131 Code list identification 

code 

an..17  N 
  

 
 3055 Code list responsible 

agency code 

an..3  R  *  9 GS1 

 
 1000 Document name an..35  O 

  

 
C106 Document/message 

identification 

 
 R 

  

 
 1004 Document identifier an..35  R 

 
Product Inquiry number 
assigned by the document 
sender. 

 
1225 Message function code an..3  R  *  1 Cancellation 

 3 Deletion 
 9 Original 

This segment is used to indicate the type and function of the message and to transmit the 
identifying number. 
All references other than the document number DE 1004 are to be put in the RFF segment. 
Example: 

Example: BGM+251::9:X+X+1' 
Example: BGM+251::9+214+9' 
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Segment Layout 

 

Max. Occ. = Maximum Occurrence, St = Status, * = Restricted Codes 
Status: M=Mandatory, R=Required, O=Optional, C=Conditional, D=Dependent, A=Advised, N=Not used 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

3 DTM M 9 Date/time/period 

 To specify date, and/or time, or period. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
C507 Date/time/period  

 M 
  

 
 2005 Date or time or period 

function code qualifier 

an..3  M 
 

 2 Delivery date/time, 
requested 

 7 Effective date/time 
 137 Document/message 

date/time 

 
 2380 Date or time or period 

value 

an..35  R 
  

 
 2379 Date or time or period 

format code 

an..3  R 
 

 102 CCYYMMDD 
 203 CCYYMMDDHHMM 
 718 CCYYMMDD- 

CCYYMMDD 

This segment is used to specify the date of the product inquiry or any dates related to the contents 
of the message. 
DE 2005: Identification of the 'Document/message date/time' (code value 137) is mandatory in an 
EANCOM message. 
Example: 

Example: DTM+2:X:102' 
Example: DTM+137:20020615:102' 
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Segment Layout 

 

Max. Occ. = Maximum Occurrence, St = Status, * = Restricted Codes 
Status: M=Mandatory, R=Required, O=Optional, C=Conditional, D=Dependent, A=Advised, N=Not used 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

4 CUX C 1 Currencies 

 To specify currencies used in the transaction and relevant details for the rate of exchange. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
C504 Currency details  

 R 
  

 
 6347 Currency usage code 

qualifier 

an..3  M  *  2 Reference 
currency 

 
 6345 Currency identification 

code 

an..3  R 
 

ISO 4217 three alpha 

 
 6343 Currency type code 

qualifier 

an..3  R  *  8 Price list currency 

This segment is used to identify the currency which is required in a responding price/sales 
catalogue message. 
Example: 

Example: CUX+2:ADP:8' 
Example: CUX+2:EUR:8' 
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Segment Layout 

 

Max. Occ. = Maximum Occurrence, St = Status, * = Restricted Codes 
Status: M=Mandatory, R=Required, O=Optional, C=Conditional, D=Dependent, A=Advised, N=Not used 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

 

SG1 M 99 NAD-SG2 

 
A group of segments identifying the parties with associated information relevant to the 
whole Product inquiry message. 

5 NAD M 1 Name and address 

 To specify the name/address and their related function, either by C082 only and/or 
unstructured by C058 or structured by C080 thru 3207. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
3035 Party function code 

qualifier 

an..3  M 
 

 AB Buyer's agent/ 
representative 

 BY Buyer 
 GX Central catalogue 

party 
 SR Supplier's agent/ 

representative 
 SU Supplier 

 
C082 Party identification 

details 

 
 A 

  

 
 3039 Party identifier an..35  M 

  

 
 1131 Code list identification 

code 

an..17  N 
  

 
 3055 Code list responsible 

agency code 

an..3  R  *  9 GS1 

 
C058 Name and address  

 O 
 

This composite may only be 
used to fulfill the requirements 
of directive 2003/58/EC, 
article 4. 

 
 3124 Name and address 

description 

an..35  M 
  

 
 3124 Name and address 

description 

an..35  O 
  

 
 3124 Name and address 

description 

an..35  O 
  

 
 3124 Name and address 

description 

an..35  O 
  

 
 3124 Name and address 

description 

an..35  O 
  

 
C080 Party name  

 D 
  

 
 3036 Party name an..35  M 

 
Party Name in clear text. 

 
 3036 Party name an..35  O 

  

 
 3036 Party name an..35  O 

  

 
 3036 Party name an..35  O 

  

 
 3036 Party name an..35  O 

  

 
 3045 Party name format 

code 

an..3  O 
  

 
C059 Street  

 D 
  

 
 3042 Street and number or 

post office box 
identifier 

an..35  M 
 

Building Name/Number and 
Street 
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Segment Layout 

 

Max. Occ. = Maximum Occurrence, St = Status, * = Restricted Codes 
Status: M=Mandatory, R=Required, O=Optional, C=Conditional, D=Dependent, A=Advised, N=Not used 
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Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
 3042 Street and number or 

post office box 
identifier 

an..35  O 
 

Name and/or P.O. Box 

 
 3042 Street and number or 

post office box 
identifier 

an..35  O 
  

 
 3042 Street and number or 

post office box 
identifier 

an..35  O 
  

 
3164 City name an..35  D 

 
City/Town, clear text. 

 
C819 Country sub-entity 

details 

 
 D 

  

 
 3229 Country sub-entity 

name code 

an..9  O 
  

 
 1131 Code list identification 

code 

an..17  O 
  

 
 3055 Code list responsible 

agency code 

an..3  O 
  

 
 3228 Country sub-entity 

name 

an..70  O 
 

County/State, clear text. 

 
3251 Postal identification 

code 

an..17  D 
 

Postal Code 

 
3207 Country name code an..3  D 

 
ISO 3166 two alpha code 

This segment is used to identify the trading partners involved in the product inquiry message. 
Identification of the supplier and buyer, or the central catalogue or data base, is mandatory in the 
product inquiry message. 
Example: 
Dependency Notes: 
The following composites and data elements are only used when a coded name and address can 
not be used. The affected composites and data elements are as follows: 
C080   -   C059   -   3164   -   C819   -   3251   -   3207 

Example: NAD+AB+X::9+X::::X+X:X:X:X:X:1+X:X:X:X+X+X:23:2:X+X+AD' 
Example: NAD+SU+5411111123451::9' 
Example: NAD+BY+5412345123453::9' 
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Segment Layout 

 

Max. Occ. = Maximum Occurrence, St = Status, * = Restricted Codes 
Status: M=Mandatory, R=Required, O=Optional, C=Conditional, D=Dependent, A=Advised, N=Not used 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

 

SG1 M 99 NAD-SG2 

 
A group of segments identifying the parties with associated information relevant to the 
whole Product inquiry message. 

 

SG2 C 9 CTA-COM 

 
A group of segments giving contact details of the specific person or department within the 
party identified in NAD segment. 

6 CTA M 1 Contact information 

 To identify a person or a department to whom communication should be directed. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
3139 Contact function code an..3  R 

 
 IC Information contact 
 PM Product 

management 
contact 

 
C056 Department or 

employee details 

 
 O 

  

 
 3413 Department or 

employee name code 

an..17  O 
  

 
 3412 Department or 

employee name 

an..35  O 
  

This segment is used to identify contact departments or names within the party specified in the 
NAD segment.  
The use of Global Location Number GLN - Format n13 - is particularly suitable for this purpose. 
Example: 

Example: CTA+IC+X:X' 
Example: CTA+IC+:W MILLS' 
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Segment Layout 

 

Max. Occ. = Maximum Occurrence, St = Status, * = Restricted Codes 
Status: M=Mandatory, R=Required, O=Optional, C=Conditional, D=Dependent, A=Advised, N=Not used 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

 

SG1 M 99 NAD-SG2 

 
A group of segments identifying the parties with associated information relevant to the 
whole Product inquiry message. 

 

SG2 C 9 CTA-COM 

 
A group of segments giving contact details of the specific person or department within the 
party identified in NAD segment. 

7 COM C 9 Communication contact 

 To identify a communication number of a department or a person to whom 
communication should be directed. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
C076 Communication contact  

 M 
  

 
 3148 Communication 

address identifier 

an..51  M 
  

 
 3155 Communication 

address code qualifier 

an..3  M 
 

 EI EDI 
 EM Electronic mail 
 TE Telephone 
 AO Uniform Resource 

Location (URL) 

This segment identifies the communications number and type of communications, for the person or 
department identified in the preceding CTA segment. 
Example: 

Example: COM+X:EI' 
Example: COM+004461879523:FX' 
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Segment Layout 

 

Max. Occ. = Maximum Occurrence, St = Status, * = Restricted Codes 
Status: M=Mandatory, R=Required, O=Optional, C=Conditional, D=Dependent, A=Advised, N=Not used 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

 

SG3 C 9 RFF-DTM 

 
A group of segments for giving references and where necessary, their dates, relating to 
the whole message e.g. contract number. 

8 RFF M 1 Reference 

 To specify a reference. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
C506 Reference  

 M 
  

 
 1153 Reference code 

qualifier 

an..3  M 
 

 CR Customer reference 
number 

 CT Contract number 
 ASV Product data file 

number 
 PIE Product inquiry 

number (GS1 
Temporary Code) 

 PL Price list number 

 
 1154 Reference identifier an..70  R 

  

This segment is used to provide reference numbers which will apply to the whole message. 
Example: 

Example: RFF+CR:X' 
Example: RFF+CR:12332' 
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Segment Layout 

 

Max. Occ. = Maximum Occurrence, St = Status, * = Restricted Codes 
Status: M=Mandatory, R=Required, O=Optional, C=Conditional, D=Dependent, A=Advised, N=Not used 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

 

SG3 C 9 RFF-DTM 

 
A group of segments for giving references and where necessary, their dates, relating to 
the whole message e.g. contract number. 

9 DTM C 9 Date/time/period 

 To specify date, and/or time, or period. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
C507 Date/time/period  

 M 
  

 
 2005 Date or time or period 

function code qualifier 

an..3  M  *  171 Reference date/ 
time 

 
 2380 Date or time or period 

value 

an..35  R 
  

 
 2379 Date or time or period 

format code 

an..3  R 
 

 102 CCYYMMDD 
 104 MMWW-MMWW 
 203 CCYYMMDDHHMM 

This segment is used to specify dates relating to the references given in the previous RFF segment. 
Example: 

Example: DTM+171:X:102' 
Example: DTM+171:20020202:102' 
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Segment Layout 

 

Max. Occ. = Maximum Occurrence, St = Status, * = Restricted Codes 
Status: M=Mandatory, R=Required, O=Optional, C=Conditional, D=Dependent, A=Advised, N=Not used 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

 

SG4 M 9999 LIN-SG5-SG6 

 
A group of segments identifying the product or attributes of the product for which 
information is required. 

10 LIN M 1 Line item 

 To identify a line item and configuration. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
1082 Line item identifier an..6  R 

 
Application generated number 
of the item lines within the 
product inquiry. 

 
1229 Action request/ 

notification description 
code 

an..3  O  *  1 Added 
 2 Deleted 
 3 Changed 
 4 No action 

 
C212 Item number 

identification 

 
 D 

 
This composite is used to 
identify the GTIN of a product 
where it is known. Where the 
GTIN is not known this 
composite is not used and the 
attributes of the product 
should be described using 
segment group 5. 

 
 7140 Item identifier an..35  R 

 
Format n..14 
GTIN 

 
 7143 Item type identification 

code 

an..3  R  *  SRV GS1 Global Trade 
Item Number 

This segment is used to specify the inquiry request line and if available, the identification of the 
product or service for which the inquiry is being made. 
Example: 
This example identifies the GTIN 5412345000013 as the code for the product on which an enquiry 
is being made. 
This example details a case where no GTIN is known by the party making the inquiry.  A line item 
number is generated to create a unique reference for future use. 

Example: LIN+9++X:SRV' 
Example: LIN+1++5412345000013:SRV' 
Example: LIN+2' 
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Segment Layout 

 

Max. Occ. = Maximum Occurrence, St = Status, * = Restricted Codes 
Status: M=Mandatory, R=Required, O=Optional, C=Conditional, D=Dependent, A=Advised, N=Not used 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

 

SG4 M 9999 LIN-SG5-SG6 

 
A group of segments identifying the product or attributes of the product for which 
information is required. 

 

SG5 C 999 CCI-CAV-MEA 

 
A group of segments providing common product characteristic and common characteristic 
details. 

11 CCI M 1 Characteristic/class id 

 To identify and describe a specific characteristic and its relevance for subsequent business 
processes. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
7059 Class type code an..3  O 

 
 11 Product 

 
C502 Measurement details  

 N 
  

 
 6313 Measured attribute 

code 

an..3  O 
  

 
C240 Product characteristic  

 O 
  

 
 7037 Characteristic 

description code 

an..17  M 
  

 
 1131 Code list identification 

code 

an..17  O 
  

 
 3055 Code list responsible 

agency code 

an..3  D 
 

 9 GS1 
 60 Assigned by national 

trade agency 
 91 Assigned by supplier 

or supplier's agent 
 92 Assigned by buyer 

or buyer's agent 

 
 7036 Characteristic 

description 

an..35  O 
  

 
 7036 Characteristic 

description 

an..35  O 
  

This segment is used to specify any characteristics which apply to all the products in the inquiry 
request. 
Example: 
This example indicates for the textile industry that the product characteristic being identified is for 
fabric. As no code value is available (code ZZZ is a dummy because DE 7037 is mandatory) the 
information is provided in free text form. 

Example: CCI+11++X1:23:9:X:X' 
Example: CCI+11++ZZZ::91:FABRIC' 
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Segment Layout 

 

Max. Occ. = Maximum Occurrence, St = Status, * = Restricted Codes 
Status: M=Mandatory, R=Required, O=Optional, C=Conditional, D=Dependent, A=Advised, N=Not used 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

 

SG4 M 9999 LIN-SG5-SG6 

 
A group of segments identifying the product or attributes of the product for which 
information is required. 

 

SG5 C 999 CCI-CAV-MEA 

 
A group of segments providing common product characteristic and common characteristic 
details. 

12 CAV C 10 Characteristic value 

 To provide the value of a characteristic. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
C889 Characteristic value  

 M 
  

 
 7111 Characteristic value 

description code 

an..3  A 
  

 
 1131 Code list identification 

code 

an..17  O 
  

 
 3055 Code list responsible 

agency code 

an..3  D 
 

 9 GS1 
 91 Assigned by supplier 

or supplier's agent 
 92 Assigned by buyer 

or buyer's agent 

 
 7110 Characteristic value 

description 

an..35  O 
  

 
 7110 Characteristic value 

description 

an..35  O 
  

This segment is used to further specify product characteristics which apply to all the products in 
the line request. 
Example: 
This example indicates that the ingredient E15 is present in the product. The code E15 has been 
allocated by a national agency. 
When using in combination with the example in the previous CCI indicates that the fabric is wool. 
As no code values exist within the industrie the free text description is used.  

Example: CAV+1:23:9:RIGHTRET5:RIGHTRET5' 
Example: CAV+E15::60' 
Example: CAV+:::WOOL' 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

 

SG4 M 9999 LIN-SG5-SG6 

 
A group of segments identifying the product or attributes of the product for which 
information is required. 

 

SG5 C 999 CCI-CAV-MEA 

 
A group of segments providing common product characteristic and common characteristic 
details. 

13 MEA C 10 Measurements 

 To specify physical measurements, including dimension tolerances, weights and counts. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
6311 Measurement purpose 

code qualifier 

an..3  M 
 

 PD Physical dimensions 
(product ordered) 

 SV Specification value 

 
C502 Measurement details  

 O 
  

 
 6313 Measured attribute 

code 

an..3  A 
 

 AAA Unit net weight 
 DI Diameter 
 DP Depth 
 HT Height dimension 
 LN Length dimension 
 TH Thickness 

 
 6321 Measurement 

significance code 

an..3  O 
 

 3 Approximately 
 4 Equal to 

 
 6155 Non-discrete 

measurement name 
code 

an..17  O 
  

 
C174 Value/range  

 R 
  

 
 6411 Measurement unit code an..3  M 

 
 CMT centimetre 
 FOT foot 
 GRM gram 
 MMT millimetre 
 MTR metre 
 P1 percent 
 YRD yard 
 SML Square metre per 

litre (GS1 
Temporary Code) 

 D21 square metre per 
kilogram 

 E32 Litre per hour 
 L2 litre per minute 
 KMH kilometre per hour 
 NEW newton 
 C60 ohm centimetre 
 PAL pascal 
 DMQ cubic decimetre 
 28 kilogram per square 

metre 
 KPA kilopascal 

 
 6314 Measurement value an..18  O 
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Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
 6162 Range minimum value n..18  O 

  

 
 6152 Range maximum value n..18  O 

  

This segment is used to specify any measurements related to the currently identified product 
characteristic class. 
Example: 
When used in conjunction with example 3 in the CCI and CAV segments, this MEA segment 
indicates the measurements for the specification identified in the CCI and CAV segments. In this 
instance the ingredient E150 is 15% of the total ingredients for the product. 

Example: MEA+PD+AAA:3:42+CMT:9:9:9' 
Example: MEA+SV++P1:15' 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

 

SG4 M 9999 LIN-SG5-SG6 

 
A group of segments identifying the product or attributes of the product for which 
information is required. 

 

SG6 C 9999 IRQ-PIA-MEA-NAD-PGI-DTM-SG7 

 
A group of segments specifying the type of requested information and optionally product 
identification(s), measurements, parties related to the product, dates and price ranges. 

14 IRQ M 1 Information required 

 To indicate which information is requested in a responding message. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
C333 Information request  

 M 
  

 
 4511 Requested information 

description code 

an..3  R 
 

 1E Only PRICAT (GS1 
Permanent Code) 

 2E Only PRODAT (GS1 
Permanent Code) 

 3E Both PRICAT and 
PRODAT (GS1 
Permanent Code) 

 
 1131 Code list identification 

code 

an..17  O 
  

 
 3055 Code list responsible 

agency code 

an..3  D 
 

 9 GS1 
 91 Assigned by supplier 

or supplier's agent 
 92 Assigned by buyer 

or buyer's agent 

 
 4510 Requested information 

description 

an..35  D 
 

This data element should only 
be used if no codes exist in 
data element 4511 to 
adequately describe the 
information which is required 
by the buyer. The use of this 
data element may inhibit the 
automatic data processing of 
the segment, if possible use 
data element 4511 to request 
the information. 

This segment is used to specify the type of information which is requested in return for all the 
products detailed in the LIN - segment or SG5. 
Example: 
Requests only price/sales catalogue information for the products detailed in the LIN segment or 
SG5. The response to this message is a PRICAT message. 
Requests both price/sales catalogue and product data information for the detailed product(s). Both 
PRICAT and PRODAT messages should be sent in response to this request. 

Example: IRQ+1E:23:9:X' 
Example: IRQ+1E::9' 
Example: IRQ+3E::9' 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

 

SG4 M 9999 LIN-SG5-SG6 

 
A group of segments identifying the product or attributes of the product for which 
information is required. 

 

SG6 C 9999 IRQ-PIA-MEA-NAD-PGI-DTM-SG7 

 
A group of segments specifying the type of requested information and optionally product 
identification(s), measurements, parties related to the product, dates and price ranges. 

15 PIA C 10 Additional product id 

 To specify additional or substitutional item identification codes. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
4347 Product identifier code 

qualifier 

an..3  M  *  1 Additional 
identification 

 2 Identification for 
potential 
substitution 

 4 Substituted for 
 5 Product 

identification 

 
C212 Item number 

identification 

 
 M 

  

 
 7140 Item identifier an..35  D 

 
This data element is only used 
when the PIA segment is used 
to provide additional 
identifications. It should not 
be used when the segment is 
used to request additional 
product identifications. 

 
 7143 Item type identification 

code 

an..3  R 
 

 AC HIBC (Health 
Industry Bar Code) 

 IB ISBN (International 
Standard Book 
Number) 

 IN Buyer's item 
number 

 PV Promotional variant 
number 

 SA Supplier's article 
number 

 SRV GS1 Global Trade 
Item Number 

 
 1131 Code list identification 

code 

an..17  O 
  

 
 3055 Code list responsible 

agency code 

an..3  D 
 

 9 GS1 
 91 Assigned by supplier 

or supplier's agent 
 92 Assigned by buyer 

or buyer's agent 

 
C212 Item number 

identification 

 
 O 

  

  Item identifier     
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Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
 7140 

 
an..35  D 

  

 
 7143 Item type identification 

code 

an..3  R 
  

 
 1131 Code list identification 

code 

an..17  O 
  

 
 3055 Code list responsible 

agency code 

an..3  D 
  

 
C212 Item number 

identification 

 
 O 

  

 
 7140 Item identifier an..35  D 

  

 
 7143 Item type identification 

code 

an..3  R 
  

 
 1131 Code list identification 

code 

an..17  O 
  

 
 3055 Code list responsible 

agency code 

an..3  D 
  

 
C212 Item number 

identification 

 
 O 

  

 
 7140 Item identifier an..35  D 

  

 
 7143 Item type identification 

code 

an..3  R 
  

 
 1131 Code list identification 

code 

an..17  O 
  

 
 3055 Code list responsible 

agency code 

an..3  D 
  

 
C212 Item number 

identification 

 
 O 

  

 
 7140 Item identifier an..35  D 

  

 
 7143 Item type identification 

code 

an..3  R 
  

 
 1131 Code list identification 

code 

an..17  O 
  

 
 3055 Code list responsible 

agency code 

an..3  D 
  

This segment is used to request additional product identifications which may exist for the product 
being inquired upon. 
Examples: 
This example is used to request the message receiver to send any buyer's item number which may 
exist for the current product. 
This example requests information regarding any GTIN which can be used as substitutes should the 
original product be unavailable. 
This example requests information on the GTIN which has replaced the GTIN specified in the LIN 
segment. 
This example requests information regarding any suppliers article number fulfilling the inquiry 
when on GTIN is available. 

Example: PIA+1+X:BP:23:9+X:AA:23:2+X:AA:23:2+X:AA:23:2+X:AA:23:2' 
Example: PIA+1+:IN' 
Example: PIA+2+:SRV' 
Example: PIA+4+:SRV' 
Example: PIA+5+:SA' 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

 

SG4 M 9999 LIN-SG5-SG6 

 
A group of segments identifying the product or attributes of the product for which 
information is required. 

 

SG6 C 9999 IRQ-PIA-MEA-NAD-PGI-DTM-SG7 

 
A group of segments specifying the type of requested information and optionally product 
identification(s), measurements, parties related to the product, dates and price ranges. 

16 MEA C 10 Measurements 

 To specify physical measurements, including dimension tolerances, weights and counts. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
6311 Measurement purpose 

code qualifier 

an..3  M 
 

 PD Physical dimensions 
(product ordered) 

 
C502 Measurement details  

 O 
  

 
 6313 Measured attribute 

code 

an..3  A 
 

 AAA Unit net weight 
 DI Diameter 
 DP Depth 
 HT Height dimension 
 LN Length dimension 
 TH Thickness 

 
 6321 Measurement 

significance code 

an..3  O 
 

 3 Approximately 
 4 Equal to 

 
 6155 Non-discrete 

measurement name 
code 

an..17  O 
  

 
C174 Value/range  

 O 
  

 
 6411 Measurement unit code an..3  M 

 
 CMT centimetre 
 FOT foot 
 GRM gram 
 MMT millimetre 
 MTR metre 
 YRD yard 

 
 6314 Measurement value an..18  O 

  

 
 6162 Range minimum value n..18  O 

  

 
 6152 Range maximum value n..18  O 

  

 
 6432 Significant digits 

quantity 

n..2  O 
  

This segment is used to request measurement information relevant for the current line item. 
Example: 
Requests the length of the current line item. 

Example: MEA+PD+AAA:3:42+CMT:9:9:9:1' 
Example: MEA+PD+LN' 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

 

SG4 M 9999 LIN-SG5-SG6 

 
A group of segments identifying the product or attributes of the product for which 
information is required. 

 

SG6 C 9999 IRQ-PIA-MEA-NAD-PGI-DTM-SG7 

 
A group of segments specifying the type of requested information and optionally product 
identification(s), measurements, parties related to the product, dates and price ranges. 

17 NAD C 10 Name and address 

 To specify the name/address and their related function, either by C082 only and/or 
unstructured by C058 or structured by C080 thru 3207. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
3035 Party function code 

qualifier 

an..3  M 
 

 DS Distributor 
 MF Manufacturer of 

goods 

 
C082 Party identification 

details 

 
 O 

  

 
 3039 Party identifier an..35  M 

  

 
 1131 Code list identification 

code 

an..17  N 
  

 
 3055 Code list responsible 

agency code 

an..3  R  *  9 GS1 

 
C058 Name and address  

 O 
 

This composite may only be 
used to fulfill the requirements 
of directive 2003/58/EC, 
article 4. 

 
 3124 Name and address 

description 

an..35  M 
  

 
 3124 Name and address 

description 

an..35  O 
  

 
 3124 Name and address 

description 

an..35  O 
  

 
 3124 Name and address 

description 

an..35  O 
  

 
 3124 Name and address 

description 

an..35  O 
  

 
C080 Party name  

 D 
  

 
 3036 Party name an..35  M 

 
Party Name in clear text. 

 
 3036 Party name an..35  O 

  

 
 3036 Party name an..35  O 

  

 
 3036 Party name an..35  O 

  

 
 3036 Party name an..35  O 

  

 
 3045 Party name format 

code 

an..3  O 
  

 
C059 Street  

 D 
  

 
 3042 Street and number or 

post office box 
identifier 

an..35  M 
 

Building Name/Number and 
Street 
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Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
 3042 Street and number or 

post office box 
identifier 

an..35  O 
 

Name and/or P.O. Box 

 
 3042 Street and number or 

post office box 
identifier 

an..35  O 
  

 
 3042 Street and number or 

post office box 
identifier 

an..35  O 
  

 
3164 City name an..35  D 

 
City/Town, clear text. 

 
C819 Country sub-entity 

details 

 
 D 

  

 
 3229 Country sub-entity 

name code 

an..9  O 
  

 
 1131 Code list identification 

code 

an..17  O 
  

 
 3055 Code list responsible 

agency code 

an..3  O 
  

 
 3228 Country sub-entity 

name 

an..70  O 
 

County/State, clear text. 

 
3251 Postal identification 

code 

an..17  D 
 

Postal Code 

 
3207 Country name code an..3  D 

 
ISO 3166 two alpha code 

This segment is used to request or provide information regarding any parties related to the current 
line item only,  e.g.,  manufacturer,  distributor. 
Example: 
This example provides the Global Location Numbers GLN - Format n13 - of the manufacturer of the 
product on which the enquiry is being made. In this instance the manufacturer identified would be 
the requested manufacturer of the product. 
This example requests information regarding the distributor for a product. 
Dependency Notes: 
The following composites and data elements are only used when a coded name and address can 
not be used. The affected composites and data elements are as follows: 
C080   -   C059   -   3164   -   C819   -   3251   -   3207 

Example: NAD+DS+X::9+X::::X+X:X:X:X:X:1+X:X:X:X+X+X:23:2:X+X+AD' 
Example: NAD+MF+5422331123459::9' 
Example: NAD+DS' 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

 

SG4 M 9999 LIN-SG5-SG6 

 
A group of segments identifying the product or attributes of the product for which 
information is required. 

 

SG6 C 9999 IRQ-PIA-MEA-NAD-PGI-DTM-SG7 

 
A group of segments specifying the type of requested information and optionally product 
identification(s), measurements, parties related to the product, dates and price ranges. 

18 PGI C 9 Product group information 

 To indicate the group in which a product belongs. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
5379 Product group type 

code 

an..3  M 
 

 10 Price group 
 11 Product group 

 
C288 Product group  

 O 
  

 
 5389 Product group name 

code 

an..25  O 
  

 
 1131 Code list identification 

code 

an..17  O 
 

 BR Brand (GS1 
Temporary Code) 

 CA Category (GS1 
Temporary Code) 

 CO Colour (GS1 
Temporary Code) 

 FL Flavor (GS1 
Temporary Code) 

 ST Style (GS1 
Temporary Code) 

 SZ Size (GS1 
Temporary Code) 

 
 3055 Code list responsible 

agency code 

an..3  D 
 

 9 GS1 

 
 5388 Product group name an..35  O 

  

This segment is used to request product or price group information for the current line item. 
Example: 
Requests information on the product group for the current line item. mdill: retourniert 

Example: PGI+11+BAG:CO:9:X' 
Example: PGI+11' 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

 

SG4 M 9999 LIN-SG5-SG6 

 
A group of segments identifying the product or attributes of the product for which 
information is required. 

 

SG6 C 9999 IRQ-PIA-MEA-NAD-PGI-DTM-SG7 

 
A group of segments specifying the type of requested information and optionally product 
identification(s), measurements, parties related to the product, dates and price ranges. 

19 DTM C 5 Date/time/period 

 To specify date, and/or time, or period. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
C507 Date/time/period  

 M 
  

 
 2005 Date or time or period 

function code qualifier 

an..3  M 
 

 44 Availability 
 63 Delivery date/time, 

latest 
 64 Delivery date/time, 

earliest 
 169 Lead time 
 362 End availability date 

 
 2380 Date or time or period 

value 

an..35  D 
  

 
 2379 Date or time or period 

format code 

an..3  D 
 

 102 CCYYMMDD 
 203 CCYYMMDDHHMM 
 715 YYWW-YYWW 
 718 CCYYMMDD- 

CCYYMMDD 

This segment is used to request information on any dates relevant to the current line item. 
Example: 
Requests information on the availability dates for the product. 
Dependency Notes: 
DE's 2380 and 2379: These data elements are only used when the sender of the message wishes 
to specifically express a date related to the current line item, e.g. a requested delivery date. 

Example: DTM+44:X:102' 
Example: DTM+44' 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

 

SG4 M 9999 LIN-SG5-SG6 

 
A group of segments identifying the product or attributes of the product for which 
information is required. 

 

SG6 C 9999 IRQ-PIA-MEA-NAD-PGI-DTM-SG7 

 
A group of segments specifying the type of requested information and optionally product 
identification(s), measurements, parties related to the product, dates and price ranges. 

 

SG7 C 10 PRI-RNG 

 
A group of segments providing pricing information and price ranges for the product 
identified in the detail section. 

20 PRI M 1 Price details 

 To specify price information. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
C509 Price information  

 R 
  

 
 5125 Price code qualifier an..3  M 

 
 AAA Calculation net 
 AAB Calculation gross 
 AAE Information price, 

excluding 
allowances or 
charges, including 
taxes 

 AAF Information price, 
excluding 
allowances or 
charges and taxes 

 
 5118 Price amount n..15  O 

  

 
 5375 Price type code an..3  O 

 
 CA Catalogue 
 CT Contract 

 
 5387 Price specification code an..3  O 

 
 AP Advice price 
 CP Current price 
 ES Estimated price 
 LIU  List price (GS1 

Temporary Code) 
 MIN Minimum order 

quantity price 
 PRP Promotional price 
 SRP Suggested retail 

price 

 
 5284 Unit price basis value n..9  D 

  

 
 6411 Measurement unit code an..3  D 

 
 KGM kilogram 

This segment is used to request pricing information for the current line item. 
Example: 
Dependency Notes: 
Data elements 5284 and 6411 are used when a product is a variable quantity product, e.g. price 
per 200 kilos, or when the unit of measure for purchasing, delivery, and invoicing are different for 
a product, e.g. sugar is not a variable quantity product but ordered and delivered in packs, and 
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invoiced in kilos or tonnes. 

Example: PRI+AAA:9:CT:AP:9:KGM' 
Example: PRI+AAA' 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

 

SG4 M 9999 LIN-SG5-SG6 

 
A group of segments identifying the product or attributes of the product for which 
information is required. 

 

SG6 C 9999 IRQ-PIA-MEA-NAD-PGI-DTM-SG7 

 
A group of segments specifying the type of requested information and optionally product 
identification(s), measurements, parties related to the product, dates and price ranges. 

 

SG7 C 10 PRI-RNG 

 
A group of segments providing pricing information and price ranges for the product 
identified in the detail section. 

21 RNG C 1 Range details 

 To identify a range. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
6167 Range type code 

qualifier 

an..3  M 
 

 3 Monetary range 

 
C280 Range  

 R 
  

 
 6411 Measurement unit code an..3  M 

 
 AMT Amount (GS1 

Temporary Code) 
 KGM kilogram 
 H87 Piece 

 
 6162 Range minimum value n..18  O 

  

 
 6152 Range maximum value n..18  O 

  

This segment is used to specify price ranges for the current line item. The type of price for which 
the range is required is specified in the previous PRI segment.  The message sender would use this 
segment to request only information for products which fall within the specified range. 
Example: 
The message sender requests information on products which fall between the 1500 and 4000 EUR 
price range. 

Example: RNG+3+KGM:9:9' 
Example: RNG+3+AMT:1500:4000' 
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 No. Seg St Max. Occ.  

22 UNT M 1 Message trailer 

 To end and check the completeness of a message. 
 
Notes: 
1. 0062, the value shall be identical to the value in 0062 in the corresponding UNH 
segment. 

Business Term  DE EDIFACT  Format  St  * Description 

 
0074 Number of segments in 

a message 

n..10  M 
 

The total number of segments 
in the message is specified 
here. 

 
0062 Message reference 

number 

an..14  M 
 

The message reference 
numbered detailed here 
should equal the one specified 
in the UNH segment. 

This segment is a mandatory UN/EDIFACT segment. It must always be the last segment in the 
message. 
Example: 

Example: UNT+22+X' 
Example: UNT+29+ME000001' 
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 0051 Controlling agency, coded 

Code identifying a controlling agency. 

UN UN/CEFACT 

United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business (UN/ 
CEFACT). 

GS1 Description: 
UN Economic Commission for Europe (UN/ECE), Committee on the 
development of trade (TRADE), Working Party on facilitation of international 
trade procedures (WP.4). 

  

 0052 Message version number 

Version number of a message type. 

D Draft version/UN/EDIFACT Directory 

Message approved and issued as a draft message (Valid for directories 
published after March 1993 and prior to March 1997). Message approved as a 
standard message (Valid for directories published after March 1997). 

  

 0054 Message release number 

Release number within the current message version number. 

01B Release 2001 - B 

Message approved and issued in the second 2001 release of the UNTDID 
(United Nations Trade Data Interchange Directory). 

  

 0057 Association assigned code 

Code, assigned by the association responsible for the design and maintenance 
of the message type concerned, which further identifies the message. 

EAN004 GS1 version control number (GS1 Permanent Code) 

  

 0065 Message type 

Code identifying a type of message and assigned by its controlling agency. 
 
Notes: 
1. In UNSMs (United Nations Standard Messages), the representation is a6. 

PROINQ Product inquiry message 

A code to identify the product inquiry message. 

GS1 Description: 
A message enabling the sender to inquire on a product or group of products 
from a master product catalogue or file according to criteria defined in the 
message. 

  

 1001 Document name code 

Code specifying the document name. 
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251 Inquiry 

This is a request for information. 

GS1 Description: 
A message enabling the sender to inquire on a product or a group of products 
from a master product catalogue or file according to criteria defined in the 
message. 

376 Standing inquiry on product information 

A product inquiry which stands until it is cancelled. 

GS1 Description: 
An initial download and any future changes made to the data within the 
standing request is automatically sent to the buyer as they occur, until the 
standing request is cancelled. 
 
Notes: 
A standing product inquiry implies that the supplier will send both a one-time 
download and notification of all future changes to the requested trade item 
until the standing request is deleted. A standing product inquiry can only be 
modified by deleting the original request and initiating a new request. 

76C Standing inquiry on complete product information (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A product inquiry which stands until it is cancelled. It requests not only the 
updates since last time, but always the complete product information of a data 
supplier. This means that within the standing request every time a complete 
download of the respective data is automatically sent to the datainquirer. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value 736 instead. 

  

 1131 Code list identification code 

Code identifying a user or association maintained code list. 
 
Notes: 
1. The codes for this data element are provided by the code list responsible 
agency defined in data element 3055. 

23 Clearing house automated payment 

Self explanatory. 
 
Notes: 
This code value will be removed effective with directory D.04A. 

GS1 Description: 
Banking community' automated payment clearing system. 

25 Bank identification 

Code for identification of banks. 
 
Notes: 
This code value will be removed effective with directory D.04A. 
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106 Incoterms 1980 

(4110) Code to indicate applicable Incoterm (1980 edition) under which seller 
undertakes to deliver merchandise to buyer (ICC). Incoterms 1990: use 4053 
only. 
 
Notes: 
This code value will be removed effective with directory D.04A. 

132 Charge 

Identification of a type of charge. 
 
Notes: 
This code value will be removed effective with directory D.04A. 

154 Bank branch sorting identification 

Identification of a specific branch of a bank. 
 
Notes: 
This code value will be removed effective with directory D.04A. 

157 Clearing code 

Identification of the responsible bank/clearing house which has cleared or is 
ordered to do the clearing. 
 
Notes: 
This code value will be removed effective with directory D.04A. 

166 Social security identification 

Code assigned by the authority competent to issue social security identification 
to identify a person. 
 
Notes: 
This code value will be removed effective with directory D.04A. 

174 Citizen identification 

Self explanatory. 
 
Notes: 
This code value will be removed effective with directory D.04A. 

GS1 Description: 
Code issued by national authority competent to issue citizen identification to 
identify a person. 

1E Incoterms 1990 (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Incoterms 1990 as published by the International Chamber of Commerce 
(ICC). 

2E Incoterms 2000 (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Incoterms 2000 as published by the International Chamber of Commerce 
(ICC). 

3E Incoterms 2010 (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Incoterms 2010 as published by the International Chamber of Commerce 
(ICC). 
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ADR Accord Europeen au transport international dangereuses (GS1 Temporary 
Code) 

A European agreement concerning the international carriage of dangerous 
goods by road. 

BR Brand (GS1 Temporary Code) 

An identifying mark or label on the products of a particular company, or the 
kind or make of a commodity. 

CA Category (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A class or division in a scheme of classification. 

CO Colour (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Description of the colour required/available on the goods. 

FL Flavor (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The characteristic quality of goods. 

HMT Hazardous material standard text (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Code indicating agreed standard text on hazardous materials. 

LOC Location Code (GS1 Temporary Code) 

This is a code to indicate where the EAS tag is located on the Trade Item. 
Values include On outside of Trade Item, Concealed inside Trade Item, 
Integrated Inside Trade Item. 

OAG Organic Claim Agency (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A governing body that creates and maintain standards related to organic 
products. 

OCO Organic Trade Item Code (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Used to indicate the organic status of a trade item or of one or more of its 
components. 

OUM Ordering unit of measure (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The alternate Unit of Measure of how Trade Items are ordered by the Retailer 
under one Unit of Measure, but sold under another Unit of Measure. 

SKB SKRS recommendation (GS1 Temporary Code) 

SKRS recommendation for standard clothes hanger. 

SRN Service relation number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A number used to identify a database entry which records recurring services, 
e.g., treatment of a patient in a hospital, usage by a member of a library 
facilities, etc. 

ST Style (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Specific or characteristic design in any goods. 

SUM Selling unit of measure (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Describes the measurement used for selling unit of the Trade Item to the end 
consumer. 
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SZ Size (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Any of a series of graded classifications of measure into which goods are 
divided. 

SZG Size Group (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A description of the variable size that is necessary to uniquely specify the size 
of the item in conjunction with the nonpackaged size dimension. 

TYP Type Code (GS1 Temporary Code) 

This is a code to indicate the type of EAS tag located on the Trade Item. Values 
include Acousto-Magnetic, Electro-Magnetic, Ink or dye, Microwave, Radio 
Frequency. 

X11 Diet Allergen (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indication of which dietary or allergen marks that are on the package. 

X12 Environment (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indication of which environmental marks (e.g. recycling schemes) that are on 
trade item package. 

X13 Ethical (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indication of which ethical trading marks that are on the package. 

X14 Free Form (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indication of which free-from marks that are on the package. 

X15 Expiration date (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indicates the type of expiration date marked on the packaging. 

X16 Nesting Direction (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Depicts the arrangement of two items that nest together specifically whether 
they nest against each other or on top of each other. 

X17 Package Marks Hygienic (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indication of which hygiene markings are present in the product package 

X18 Hazardous Components are Removable (GS1 Temporary Code) 

An indicator if any hazardous components contained within the trade item can 
easily be separated from the other materials to facilitate product recycling. 

X19 Trade Item Has Refuse Obligations (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indicates if there are special disposal obligations that apply to the trade item 
for example INTRASTAT. 

X20 Trade Item Is Designed for Easy Disassembly (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indicates that the trade item is designed for easy disassembly by recycling 
facilities using standard industry tools. 

X21 Trade Item Is Rigid Plastic Packaging Container (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indicates that a product is or is contained in a Rigid Plastic Packaging 
Container (RPPC) as defined by laws in the target market. 

X22 Trade Item Is ROHS Compliant (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indicates if the product is compliant with the European Union RoHS Directive. 
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X23 Trade Item Is Universal Waste (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indicates if a product can be considered universal waste. 

X24 Trade Item Is Consumer Upgradeable Or Maintainable (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indicates if a product can be easily upgraded or have parts replaced by the 
consumer. 

X25 Trade Item Contains Short Chain Chlorinated Paraffins (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indicate if the trade item and/or its components contain paints, coatings, 
plastics or other materials containing short chain chlorinated paraffins 
(SCCPs). 

X26 Trade Item Contains Pesticide (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indicates if the trade item is advertised or labelled as a chemical or contains a 
chemical that is advertised or labelled to kill, repel or prevent the growth of 
any living organism. 

X27 Trade Item Contains Propellant (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indicates if a trade item contains a compressed gas or propellant. 

X28 Trade Item Contains Polyvinyl Chloride (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indicate if product contains Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC), a widely used 
thermoplastic polymer. 

X29 Trade Item Chemical Is Not Intended For Human Consumption (GS1 
Temporary Code) 

Indicates that the trade item is or contains a Liquid, Gel, Paste, Powder, or 
Flammable solid not intended for human consumption (ingested). 

X30 ROHS Compliance Failure Material (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The material used in the trade item that does not comply with the ROHS 
Directives 

X31 Packaging Terms And Condition (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indicates if the packaging given in the described packaging configuration is a 
rented, exchangeable, against deposit or one way/not reusable. 

X32 Warranty Effective Date Type (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The type of date associated with the warranty trade item usually expressed as 
an event date for the item for example date of purchase, date of manufacture 
or date of delivery. 

X33 Warranty Type (GS1 Temporary Code) 

X35 Warranty Constraint (GS1 Temporary Code) 

X36 Seasonal Availability End Date (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indicates the end date of the trade item's seasonal availability. 

X37 Seasonal Availability Start Date  (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indicates the start date of the trade item's seasonal availability. 

X38 Season Calendar Year (GS1 Temporary Code) 

This element indicates the calendar year in which the trade item is seasonally 
available. 
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X39 Season Parameter (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indication of the season, in which the trade item is available. 

X40 Trade Item Automatic Power Down is Enabled (GS1 Temporary Code) 

An indicator whether a product is enabled with auto power down feature when 
shipped to the customer. 

X41 Electrical Usage Agency Code (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The agency that regulates electrical usage for products within a target market. 

X42 Nesting Type (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Depicts whether a nested item fits inside or over the other item in a nesting 
relationship. 

X43 Display Dimension Type Code (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Depicts certain display scenarios used for measurement. 

X44 Manufacturer Has Take Back Program (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indicates if the manufacturer of the trade item offers any take back programs 
to consumers for the product to be reused, remanufactured or recycled by the 
manufacturer. 

X45 Display Resolution (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The display resolution of a television or computer display. 

X46 Orientation Preference Sequence (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Depicts the preferred sequence of orientation used to communicate the 
manufacturers relative preferences of orientation. 

X47 Orientation Type (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Depicts via code a display orientation for a trade item. 

X48 Electrical Usage Trade Item Classification Code (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A classification code value from a product classification scheme provided to 
drive required information for electrical usage. 

X49 Electrical Usage Trade Item Classification Name (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A classification name from a product classification scheme provided to drive 
required information for electrical usage. 

X50 Electrical Usage SubClassification Code (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A sub-classification code value from a product classification scheme provided 
to drive required information for electrical usage. 

X51 Electrical Usage SubClassification Name (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A sub-classification name provided to drive required information for electrical 
usage. 

X52 Confirmation Status Code (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The CIC Confirmation Code must be of a type of code number that can be 
generated automatically by a computer system. 
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X53 Confirmation Status Code Description (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Provides the code description that matches up with the Code that can possibly 
be generated automatically by a computer system. 

X54 Additional Confirmation Status Description (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Provides a way to communicate human entered information that may not be 
covered by the machine to machine codes and descriptions. 

X55 Corrective Action (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Provides the corrective action code to fix the issue that caused the problem. 

X56 Expected Corrective Information (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Provides the expected corrective information via a human entered information 
that may not be covered by the machine to machine codes. 

X57 Electrical Usage Trade Item Classification Agency (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A classification agency or organisation whose product classification scheme is 
being provided to drive required information for electrical usage. 

X58 ASFIS (GS1 Permanent Code) 

FAO alpah-3 code list for fish species identification, commercial name & 
scientific name. 

X59 FAO fishing areas (GS1 Permanent Code) 

FAO fishing areas codelist. 

X60 FAO Fishing gear type (GS1 Permanent Code) 

FAO Fishing gear type codelist. 

X61 EU fish quality (GS1 Permanent Code) 

EU fish quality grade code list (E, A, B, C). 

X62 EU fish size (GS1 Permanent Code) 

EU fish standardized size code list (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & One_Size). 

X63 EU fish presentation (GS1 Permanent Code) 

EU fish presentation code list (3 or 5 char alpha code). 

ZZZ Mutually defined 

Self explanatory. 
 
Notes: 
This code value will be removed effective with directory D.04A. 

  

 1153 Reference code qualifier 

Code qualifying a reference. 

AAB Proforma invoice number 

[1088] Reference number assigned by the seller to a Proforma Invoice. 

AAC Documentary credit number 

[1172] Reference number assigned by issuing bank to a Documentary credit. 
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AAF Debit card number 

A reference number identifying a debit card. 

AAG Offer or quotation number 

Reference number assigned by issuing party to an offer. 

AAJ Delivery order number 

Reference number assigned by issuer to a delivery order. 

AAK Despatch advice number 

Reference number assigned by issuing party to a despatch advice. 

AAL Drawing number 

Reference number identifying a specific product drawing. 

AAM Waybill number 

Reference number assigned to a waybill, see: 1001 = 700. 

AAN Delivery schedule number 

Reference number assigned by buyer to a delivery schedule. 

AAO Consignee's shipment reference number 

[1362] Reference assigned by the consignee to a shipment. 

AAQ Unit load device (e.g. container) identification number 

[8260] Marks (letters and/or numbers) which identify a unit load device e.g. 
freight container. 

AAS Transport document number 

[1188] Reference assigned by the carrier or his agent to the transport 
document. 

AAT Master label number 

Identifies the master label number of any package type. 

AAU Despatch note number 

[1128] Reference number assigned by the seller to a Despatch Note. 

ABD Customs tariff number 

(7357) Code number of the goods in accordance with the tariff nomenclature 
system of classification in use where the Customs declaration is made. 

ABE Declarant's reference number 

Unique reference number assigned to a document or a message by the 
declarant for identification purposes. 

ABO Originator's reference 

A unique reference assigned by the originator. 

ABP Declarant's Customs identity number 

Reference to the party whose posted bond or security is being declared in 
order to accept responsibility for a goods declaration and the applicable duties 
and taxes. 
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ABQ Importer reference number 

Reference number assigned by the importer to identify a particular shipment 
for his own purposes. 

ABT Customs declaration number 

[1426] Number, assigned or accepted by Customs, to identify a Goods 
declaration. 

ACD Additional reference number 

Reference number provided in addition to another given reference. 

ACE Related document number 

Reference number identifying a related document. 

ACK Bank reference 

Cross reference issued by financial institution. 

ACL Principal reference number 

A number that identifies the principal reference. 

ACW Reference number to previous message 

Reference number assigned to the message which was previously issued (e.g. 
in the case of a cancellation, the primary reference of the message to be 
cancelled will be quoted in this element). 

ACX Banker's acceptance 

Reference number for banker's acceptance issued by the accepting financial 
institution. 

ADB Matured certificate of deposit 

Reference number for certificate of deposit allocated by issuing financial 
institution. 

ADC Loan 

Reference number for loan allocated by lending financial institution. 

ADD Analysis number/test number 

Number given to a specific analysis or test operation. 

ADE Account number 

Identification number of an account. 

AE Authorization for expense (AFE) number 

A number that identifies an authorization for expense (AFE). 

GS1 Description: 
A number providing authorization for a party to incur an expense. 

AEK Payment order number 

A number that identifies a payment order. 

AER Project specification number 

Reference number identifying a project specification. 
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AES Primary reference 

A number that identifies the primary reference. 

AFO Beneficiary's reference 

Reference of the beneficiary. 

AFS Beneficiary's bank reference 

Reference number of the beneficiary's bank. 

AGA Agreement to pay number 

A number that identifies an agreement to pay. 

GS1 Description: 
A reference number guaranteeing a payment. 

AGB Contract party reference number 

Reference number assigned to a party for a particular contract. 

AGG Dispute number 

Reference number to a dispute notice. 

GS1 Description: 
A reference number identifying a previoulsy transmitted commercial dispute. 

AGT Service group identification number 

Identification used for a group of services. 

AGW Scheme/plan number 

Reference number assigned to a service scheme or plan. 

AHJ Payee's reference number 

Reference number of the party to be paid. 

AHL Creditor's reference number 

Reference number of the party to whom a debt is owed. 

AHM Debtor's reference number 

Reference number of the party who owes an amount of money. 

AHU Request for quote number 

Reference number assigned by the requestor to a request for quote. 

AID Certificate of conformity 

Certificate certifying the conformity to predefined definitions. 

AIJ Customer's individual transaction reference number 

Customer's reference number allocated by the customer to one specific 
transaction. 

AIK Bank's individual transaction reference number 

Bank's reference number allocated by the bank to one specific transaction. 

AIZ Consolidated invoice number 

Invoice number into which other invoices are consolidated. 
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AJS Agreement number 

A number specifying an agreement between parties. 

AJT Standard Industry Classification (SIC) number 

A number specifying a standard industry classification. 

AKJ Direct debit reference 

Reference number assigned to the direct debit operation. 

AKM Replenishment purchase order range start number 

Starting number of a range of purchase order numbers assigned by the buyer 
to vendor's replenishment orders. 

AKO Action authorization number 

A reference number authorizing an action. 

ALK Consignee's invoice number 

The invoice number assigned by a consignee. 

ALL Message batch number 

A number identifying a batch of messages. 

ALM Previous delivery schedule number 

A reference number identifying a previous delivery schedule. 

ALN Physical inventory recount reference number 

A reference to a re-count of physically held inventory. 

ALO Receiving advice number 

A reference number to a receiving advice. 

ALP Returnable container reference number 

A reference number identifying a returnable container. 

ALQ Returns notice number 

A reference number to a returns notice. 

ALR Sales forecast number 

A reference number identifying a sales forecast. 

ALS Sales report number 

A reference number identifying a sales report. 

ALT Previous tax control number 

A reference number identifying a previous tax control number. 

GS1 Description: 
A reference number identifying a previous Tax Control (TAXCON) message 
number. 

ALV Registered capital reference 

Registered capital reference of a company. 
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AML Replenishment purchase order range end number 

Ending number of a range of purchase order numbers assigned by the buyer to 
vendor's replenishment orders. 

AMT Goods and Services Tax identification number 

An identification number assigned to an organization collecting Goods and 
Services Taxes (GST). 

ANJ Authorization number 

A number which uniquely identifies an authorization. 

ANL Deposit reference number 

A reference number identifying a deposit. 

GS1 Description: 
A reference number identifying a physical deposit made to a financial account 
by a party through the bank branch network. 

ANX Clearing reference 

Reference allocated by a clearing procedure. 

ANZ Direct debit reference 

Reference of the direct debit. 
 
Notes: 
This code value will be removed effective with directory D.02A. 

AOA Documentary payment reference 

Reference of the documentary payment. 

AP Accounts receivable number 

Reference number assigned by accounts receivable department to the account 
of a specific debtor. 

APF Price/sales catalogue response reference number 

A reference number identifying a response to a price/sales catalogue. 

APG General purpose message reference number 

A reference number identifying a general purpose message. 

EDIFACT 

APH Invoicing data sheet reference number 

A reference number identifying an invoicing data sheet. 

API Inventory report reference number 

A reference number identifying an inventory report. 

APQ Commercial account summary reference number 

A reference number identifying a commercial account summary. 

AQQ Activite Principale Exercee (APE) identifier 

The French industry code for the main activity of a company. 
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AQS Nomenclature Activity Classification Economy (NACE) identifier 

A European industry classification code used to identify the activity of a 
company. 

ARZ Stock adjustment number 

A number identifying a stock adjustment. 

ASE Duty free products security number 

A security number allocated for duty free products. 

ASF Duty free products receipt authorisation number 

Authorisation number allocated for the receipt of duty free products. 

ASG Party information message reference 

Reference identifying a party information message. 

ASI Proof of delivery reference number 

A reference number identifying a proof of delivery which is generated by the 
goods recipient. 

ASJ Supplier's credit claim reference number 

A reference number identifying a supplier's credit claim. 

ASK Picture of actual product 

Reference identifying the picture of an actual product. 

ASL Picture of a generic product 

Reference identifying a picture of a generic product. 

ASO Password 

Code used for authentication purposes. 

ASV Product data file number 

The number of a product data file. 

ATB Purchase for export Customs agreement number 

A number assigned by a Customs authority allowing the purchase of goods free 
of tax because they are to be exported immediately after the purchase. 

EDIFACT 

AUB Party reference 

The reference to a party 

AUD Collection reference 

A reference identifying a collection. 

AUG Importer's letter of credit reference 

Letter of credit reference issued by importer. 

AUJ Proposed purchase order reference number 

A reference number assigned to a proposed purchase order. 

AUK Application for financial support reference number 

Reference number assigned to an application for financial support. 
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AUL Manufacturing quality agreement number 

Reference number of a manufacturing quality agreement. 

AUQ Customs binding ruling number 

Binding ruling number issued by customs. 

AUR Customs non-binding ruling number 

Non-binding ruling number issued by customs. 

AUY International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) code 

A code specifying an international standard industrial classification. 

AUZ Customs pre-approval ruling number 

Pre-approval ruling number issued by Customs. 

AVB Product characteristics directory 

A reference to a product characteristics directory. 

EDIFACT 

AVD Inventory report request number 

A reference to a product characteristics directory. 

EDIFACT 

AVG Slaughterhouse approval number 

Veterinary licence number allocated by a national authority to a 
Slaughterhouse. 

EDIFACT 

AVH Meat cutting plant approval number 

Veterinary licence number allocated by a national authority to a meat cutting 
plant. 

EDIFACT 

AVQ Place of packing approval number 

Approval Number of the place where goods are packaged. 

Approval number of the place where goods are packaged. In the meat sector, 
some additional information is required for traceability purposes: cutting party, 
slaugtherhouse, ... 

AVS Mandate Reference 

Reference to a specific mandate given by the relevant party for underlying 
business or action. 

AWB Air waybill number 

Reference number assigned to an air waybill, see: 1001 = 740. 

AWS Hygienic Certificate number, national 

Nationally set Hygienic Certificate number, such as sanitary, epidemiologic. 

AWT Administrative Reference Code 

Reference number assigned by Customs to a ‘shipment of excise goods’. 
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AWV Phone number 

A sequence of digits used to call from one telephone line to another in a public 
telephone network. 

AWW Buyer's fund number 

A reference number indicating the fund number used by the buyer. 

AWX Company trading account number 

A reference number identifying a company trading account. 

AWY Reserve goods identifier 

A reference number identifying goods in stock which have been reserved for a 
party. 

AWZ Handling and movement reference number 

A reference number identifying a previously transmitted cargo/goods handling 
and movement message. 

AXA Instruction to despatch reference number 

A reference number identifying a previously transmitted instruction to 
despatch message. 

AXB Instruction for returns number 

A reference number identifying a previously communicated instruction for 
return message. 

AXC Metered services consumption report number 

A reference number identifying a previously communicated metered services 
consumption report. 

AXD Order status enquiry number 

A reference number to a previously sent order status enquiry. 

AXE Firm booking reference number 

A reference number identifying a previous firm booking. 

AXF Product inquiry number 

A reference number identifying a previously communicated product inquiry. 

AXG Split delivery number 

A reference number identifying a split delivery. 

AXH Service relation number 

A reference number identifying the relationship between a service provider and 
a service client, e.g., treatment of a patient in a hospital, usage by a member 
of a library facility, etc. 

AXI Serial shipping container code 

Reference number identifying a logisitc unit. 

AXJ Test specification number 

A reference number identifying a test specification. 
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AXK Transport status report number 

[1125] A reference number identifying a transport status report. 

AXL Tooling contract number 

A reference number of the tooling contract. 

AXM Formula reference number 

A reference number of a formula. 

AXN Pre-agreement number 

A reference number identifying a pre-agreement. 

AXO Product certification number 

Number assigned by a governing body (or their agents) to a product which 
certifies compliance with a standard. 

AXP Consignment contract number 

Reference number identifying a consignment contract. 

AXQ Product specification reference number 

Number assigned by the issuer to his product specification. 

AXR Payroll deduction advice reference 

A reference number identifying a payroll deduction advice. 

BC Buyer's contract number 

Reference number assigned by buyer to a contract. 

BFN Buyer's fund number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A reference number indicating the fund number used by the buyer. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AWW instead. 

BM Bill of lading number 

Reference number assigned to a bill of lading, see: 1001 = 705. 

BN Booking reference number 

[1016] Reference number assigned by the carrier or his agent when cargo 
space is reserved prior to loading. 

BO Blanket order number 

Reference number assigned by the order issuer to a blanket order. 

BT Batch number/lot number 

Reference number assigned by manufacturer to a series of similar products or 
goods produced under similar conditions. 

CAN Company trading account number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A reference number identifying a company trading account. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AWX instead. 

CBB Order shipment grouping reference 

A reference number identifying the grouping of purchase orders into one 
shipment. 
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CD Credit note number 

Reference number assigned to a credit note. 

CED Debit Letter number 

Reference number identifying the letter of debit document. 

CFF Animal farm licence number 

Veterinary licence number allocated by a national authority to an animal farm. 

CH Customer catalogue number 

Number identifying a catalogue for customer's usage. 

CK Cheque number 

Unique number assigned to one specific cheque. 

CMR Road consignment note number 

Reference number assigned to a road consignment note, see: 1001 = 730. 

CN Carrier's reference number 

Reference number assigned by carrier to a consignment. 

CNE Consolidated reference number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A number identifying a consolidated reference. 

CO Buyers order number 

[1022] Reference number assigned by the buyer to an order. 

COF Call off order number 

A number that identifies a call off order. 

CR Customer reference number 

Reference number assigned by the customer to a transaction. 

CT Contract number 

Reference number of a contract concluded between parties. 

CU Consignor's reference number 

[1140] Reference number assigned by a consignor to a particular shipment for 
his own purposes or for those of the consignee. 

CZ Cooperation contract number 

Number issued by a party concerned given to a contract on cooperation of two 
or more parties. 

DDC Direct debit contract reference (SWIFT Code) 

A reference number identifying a direct debit contract. 

DL Debit note number 

Reference number assigned by issuer to a debit note. 

DM Document number 

[1004] Reference number assigned to the document by the issuer. 
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DQ Delivery note number 

Reference number assigned by the issuer to a delivery note. 

ECN External consolidation reference number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A reference number assigned to identify an external consolidation. 

ERC External recap reference number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A reference number identifying an external recap. 

EX Export licence number 

[1208] Reference number assigned by issuing authority to an Export Licence. 

FC Fiscal number 

Tax payer's number. Number assigned to individual persons as well as to 
corporates by a public institution; this number is different from the VAT 
registration number. 

FF Freight forwarder's reference number 

[1460] Reference number assigned to the consignment by the freight 
forwarder. 

FI File line identifier 

Number assigned by the file issuer or sender to identify a specific line. 

FV File version number 

Number given to a version of an identified file. 

FX Foreign exchange contract number 

Reference number identifying a foreign exchange contract. 

GC Government contract number 

Number assigned to a specific government/public contract. 

GN Government reference number 

A number that identifies a government reference. 

GS1 Description: 
This code value should not be used to provide the tax identification number for 
a party (use code VA). 

GRN Goods reserve number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A reference number identifying goods in stock which have been reserved for a 
party. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AWY instead. 

HN Handling and movement reference number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A reference number identifying a previously transmitted cargo/goods handling 
and movement message. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AWZ instead. 

HS Harmonised system number 

Number specifying the goods classification under the Harmonised Commodity 
Description and Coding System of the Customs Co-operation Council (CCC). 
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HWB House waybill number 

Reference number assigned to a house waybill, see: 1001 = 703. 

IA Internal vendor number 

Number identifying the company-internal vending department/unit. 

IDR Instruction to despatch reference number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A reference number identifying a previously transmitted instruction to 
despatch message. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXA instead. 

IP Import licence number 

[1106] Reference number assigned by the issuing authority to an Import 
Licence. 

IRN Instruction for returns number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A reference number identifying a previously communicated instruction for 
return message. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXB instead. 

IT Internal customer number 

Number assigned by a seller, supplier etc. to identify a customer within his 
enterprise. 

IV Invoice number 

[1334] Reference number assigned by the seller to a Commercial Invoice. 

LC Letter of credit number 

Reference number identifying the letter of credit document. 

LI Line item reference number 

(1156) Reference number identifying a particular line in a document. 

MB Master bill of lading number 

Reference number assigned to a master bill of lading, see: 1001 = 704. 

MF Manufacturer's part number 

Reference number assigned by the manufacturer to his product or part. 

MG Meter unit number 

Number identifying a unique meter unit. 

MH Manufacturing order number 

Reference number assigned by manufacturer for a given production quantity of 
products. 

MR Message recipient 

A number that identifies the message recipient. 

GS1 Description: 
Party who receives the message. 
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MS Message sender 

A number that identifies the message sender. 

GS1 Description: 
Party who sends the message. 

MSC Metered services consumption report (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A reference number identifying a previously communicated metered services 
consumption report. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXC instead. 

MSS Manufacturer's material safety data sheet number 

A number that identifies a manufacturer's material safety data sheet. 

MWB Master air waybill number 

Reference number assigned to a master air waybill, see: 1001 = 741. 

ON Order number (buyer) 

[1022] Reference number assigned by the buyer to an order. 

OSE Order status enquiry (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A reference number to a previously sent order status enquiry. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXD instead. 

PB Payer's financial institution account number 

Originated company account number (ACH transfer), check, draft or wire. 

PD Promotion deal number 

Number assigned by a vendor to a special promotion activity. 

PFB Firm booking reference number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A reference number identifying a previous firm booking. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXE instead. 

PIE Product inquiry number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A referenece number identifying a previously communicated product inquiry 
number. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXF instead. 

PK Packing list number 

(1014) Reference number assigned to a packing list, see: 1001 = 271. 

PL Price list number 

Reference number assigned to a price list. 

GS1 Description: 
This code should be used to identify a Price/Sales Catalogue (PRICAT) 
message. 

POR Purchase order response number 

Reference number assigned by the seller to an order response. 

PP Purchase order change number 

Reference number assigned by a buyer for a revision of a purchase order. 
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PQ Payment reference 

Reference number assigned to a payment. 

PR Price quote number 

Reference number assigned by the seller to a quote. 

PW Prior purchase order number 

Reference number of a purchase order previously sent to the supplier. 

PY Payee's financial institution account number 

Receiving company account number (ACH transfer), check, draft or wire. 

RA Remittance advice number 

A number that identifies a remittance advice. 

RAK Rack identification (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Identification of a warehouse rack in the location for shipment pick-up. 

RCE Recap number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A reference number identifying a recap. 

RCN Railway consignment note number 

Reference number assigned to a rail consignment note, see: 1001 = 720. 

RF Export reference number 

Reference number given to an export shipment. 

SB Sales region number 

A number that identifies a sales region. 

SD Sales department number 

A number that identifies a sales department. 

SDR Split delivery reference number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A reference number identifying a split delivery. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXG instead. 

SE Serial number 

Identification number of an item which distinguishes this specific item out of 
an number of identical items. 

SN Seal number 

[9308] Identification number on Customs or other seals affixed to containers 
or other transport units. 

SNR Service relation number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A number used to identify a database entry which records recurring services, 
e.g., treatment of a patient in a hospital, usage by a member of a library 
facility, etc. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXH instead. 
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SRN Shipment reference number 

Reference number assigned to a shipment. 

GS1 Description: 
Reference number assigned by a consignor to a particular shipment for his own 
purposes or for those of the consignee. 

SS Seller's reference number 

Reference number assigned to a transaction by the seller. 

SSC Serial shipping container code (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Reference number identifying a serial shipping container or package. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXI instead. 

SZ Specification number 

Number assigned by the issuer to his specification. 

TIN Transport instruction number 

A reference number identifying a transport instruction. 

EDIFACT 

TL Tax exemption licence number 

Number assigned by the tax authorities to a party indicating its tax exemption 
authorization. This number could relate to a specified business type, a 
specified local area or a class of products. 

TP Test report number 

Reference number identifying a test report document relevant to the product. 

TRB Tribunal place registration number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Registration number of a company at the tribunal place. 

TS Test specification number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A reference number identifying a test specification. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXJ instead. 

TSE Transport status number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A reference number identifying a transport status message. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXK instead. 

UC Ultimate customer's reference number 

The originator's reference number as forwarded in a sequence of parties 
involved. 

UCN Unique consignment reference number 

(1202) Unique reference of a consignment (UCRN) used for identification 
purposes in documents and messages exchanged between parties in 
international trade. See also: Unique Identifier Code (UNIC) in UN/ECE 
Recommendation No. 8, March 1992. 

UO Ultimate customer's order number 

The originator's order number as forwarded in a sequence of parties involved. 
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VA VAT registration number 

Unique number assigned by the relevant tax authority to identify a party for 
use in relation to Value Added Tax (VAT). 

VN Order number (supplier) 

Reference number assigned by supplier to a buyer's purchase order. 

XA Company/place registration number 

Company registration and place as legally required. 

XA4 Account servicing bank reference (SWIFT Code) 

A reference number allocated by an account servicing bank. 

XA5 Customer to customer reference number (SWIFT Code) 

A reference number exchanged between customers. 

XA6 Third party reference number (SWIFT Code) 

A number used to identify references related to third parties. 

XA8 Credit card number (SWIFT Code) 

A reference number identifying a credit card. 

XB1 Clearing number (SWIFT Code) 

A reference number identifying a clearing. 

XB5 Tooling contract number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Number of the tooling contract. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXL instead. 

XB6 Formula number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Number of the formula. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXM instead. 

XB7 Pre-agreement number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Number identifying a pre-agreement. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXN instead. 

XC1 Product certification number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Number assigned by a governing body (or their agents) to a product which 
certifies compliance with a standard. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXO instead. 

XC3 Consignment contract number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Reference number identifying a consignment contract. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXP instead. 

YA1 Product specification reference number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Number assigned by the issuer to his product specification. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXQ instead. 

YA3 Numbering per year (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Financial statement should be identified consecutively numbered per year. 
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YA6 Bank statement number (SWIFT Code) 

A reference number identifying a bank statement. 

YA9 Payroll deduction advice reference (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A reference number identifying a payroll deduction advice. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value AXR instead. 

YB4 Order shipment grouping reference (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A reference number identifying the grouping of purchase orders into one 
shipment. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value CBB instead. 

YB8 Debit Letter (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Reference number identifying the letter of debit document. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value CED instead. 

YC1 Additional party identification (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Reference number to an additional party identification. This number may be 
the internal trading partner identification number used by a party to identify its 
trading parties. 

YC3 Farm approval number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Veterinary licence number allocated by a national authority to an animal farm. 

YC6 Electrical and Electronic Equipment Producer  registration number (GS1 
Temporary Code) 

National registration number of the producers of Electrical and Electronic 
Equipment 

YC7 Batteries and Accumulators Producer  registration number (GS1 Temporary 
Code) 

National registration number of the producers of Batteries and Accumulators 

ZZZ Mutually defined reference number 

Number based on party agreement. 

  

 1225 Message function code 

Code indicating the function of the message. 

1 Cancellation 

Message cancelling a previous transmission for a given transaction. 

3 Deletion 

Message containing items to be deleted. 

GS1 Description: 
Message containing items (e.g. line items, goods items, customs items, 
equipment items) to be deleted in a previously sent message or an existing 
data base. 

9 Original 

Initial transmission related to a given transaction. 
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 1229 Action request/notification description code 

Code specifying the action to be taken or already taken. 

1 Added 

The information is to be or has been added. 

GS1 Description: 
This line item is added to a referenced message or an existing data base. 

2 Deleted 

The information is to be or has been deleted. 

GS1 Description: 
This line item is deleted from a referenced message or an existing data base. 

3 Changed 

The information is to be or has been changed. 

GS1 Description: 
This line item is changed in a referenced message or an existing data base. A 
change to data on a data base would normally result in the creation of a 
history entry recording the correction. 

4 No action 

This line item is not affected by the actual message. 

  

 2005 Date or time or period function code qualifier 

Code qualifying the function of a date, time or period. 

1 Service completion date/time, actual 

Actual date/time on which the service was completed. 

2 Delivery date/time, requested 

Date on which buyer requests goods to be delivered. 

3 Invoice date/time 

[2376] Date when a Commercial Invoice is issued. 

4 Order date/time 

[2010] Date when an order is issued. 

7 Effective date/time 

Date and/or time at which specified event or document becomes effective. 

8 Order received date/time 

Date/time when the purchase order is received by the seller. 

9 Processing date/time 

Date/time of processing. 

10 Shipment date/time, requested 

Date on which goods should be shipped or despatched by the supplier. 

11 Despatch date and/or time 

(2170) Date/time on which the goods are or are expected to be despatched or 
shipped. 
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12 Terms discount due date/time 

Date by which payment should be made if discount terms are to apply. 

13 Terms net due date 

Date by which payment must be made. 

14 Payment date/time, deferred 

Date/time when instalments are due. 

15 Promotion start date/time 

Date/time when promotion activities begin. 

16 Promotion end date/time 

Date/time when promotion activities end. 

17 Delivery date/time, estimated 

Date and/or time when the shipper of the goods expects delivery will take 
place. 

18 Installation date/time/period 

The date/time/period of the act, or an instance of installing something or 
someone. 

35 Delivery date/time, actual 

Date/time on which goods or consignment are delivered at their destination. 

36 Expiry date 

Date of expiry of the validity of a referenced document, price information or 
any other referenced data element with a limited validity period. 

37 Ship not before date/time 

Goods should not be shipped before given date/time. 

38 Ship not later than date/time 

Date/time by which the goods should have been shipped. 

44 Availability 

Date/time when received item is available. 

50 Goods receipt date/time 

Date/time upon which the goods were received by a given party. 

55 Confirmed date/time 

Date/time which has been confirmed. 

58 Clearance date (Customs) 

(3080) Date on which Customs formalities necessary to allow goods to be 
exported, to enter home use, or to be placed under another Customs 
procedure has been accomplished (CCC). 

59 Inbond movement authorization date 

Inland movement authorization date. 
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61 Cancel if not delivered by this date 

The date on which cancellation should take place, if delivery has not occurred. 

63 Delivery date/time, latest 

Date identifying a point of time after which goods shall not or will not be 
delivered. 

64 Delivery date/time, earliest 

Date identifying a point in time before which the goods shall not be delivered. 

67 Delivery date/time, current schedule 

Delivery Date deriving from actual schedule. 

69 Delivery date/time, promised for 

[2138] Date by which, or period within which, the merchandise should be 
delivered to the buyer, as agreed between the seller and the buyer (generic 
term). 

71 Delivery date/time, requested for (after and including) 

Delivery is requested to happen after or on given date. 

72 Delivery date/time, promised for (after and including) 

Delivery might take place earliest at given date. 

73 Guarantee period 

The period for which the guarantee is or will be granted. 

74 Delivery date/time, requested for (prior to and including) 

Delivery is requested to happen prior to or including the given date. 

75 Delivery date/time, promised for (prior to and including) 

Delivery might take place latest at given date. 

76 Delivery date/time, scheduled for 

The date/time for which delivery is scheduled. 

79 Shipment date/time, promised for 

Shipment might happen at given date/time. 

90 Report start date 

The date on which a report is to begin. 

91 Report end date 

The date on which a report is to end. 

94 Production/manufacture date 

Date on which goods are produced. 

95 Bill of lading date 

Date as specified on the bill of lading. 

99 Quotation opening date 

The date on which the quotation has been or may be opened. 
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100 Product ageing period before delivery 

Period of time before delivery during which the product is ageing. 

102 Health problem period 

Period of time of health problem. 

GS1 Description: 
Period of time of exceptional health problems. 

117 Delivery date/time, first 

First possible date/time for delivery. 

119 Test completion date 

Date when a test has been completed. 

124 Despatch note date 

[2218] Date when a Despatch Note is issued. 

126 Contract date 

[2326] Date when a Contract is agreed. 

128 Delivery date/time, last 

Date when the last delivery should be or has been accomplished. 

129 Exportation date 

Date when imported vessel/merchandise last left the country of export for the 
country of import. 

131 Tax point date 

Date on which tax is due or calculated. 

132 Arrival date/time, estimated 

(2348) Date/time when carrier estimates that a means of transport should 
arrive at the port of discharge or place of destination. 

133 Departure date/time, estimated 

Date/time when carrier estimates that a means of transport should depart at 
the place of departure. 

134 Rate of exchange date/time 

Date/time on which the exchange rate was fixed. 

136 Departure date/time 

[2280] Date (and time) of departure of means of transport. 

137 Document/message date/time 

(2006) Date/time when a document/message is issued. This may include 
authentication. 

138 Payment date 

[2034] Date on which an amount due is made available to the creditor, in 
accordance with the terms of payment. 

140 Payment due date 

Date/time at which funds should be made available. 
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143 Acceptance date/time of goods 

[2126] Date on which the goods are taken over by the carrier at the place of 
acceptance (CMR 4). 

147 Expiry date of export licence 

[2078] Date of expiry of the validity of an Export Licence. 

151 Importation date 

Date on which goods are imported, as determined by the governing Customs 
administration. 

152 Exportation date for textiles 

Date when imported textiles last left the country of origin for the country of 
importation. 

154 Acceptance date of document 

The date on which a document was accepted. 

GS1 Description: 
Date on which a document was, or will be, accepted. 

155 Accounting period start date 

The first date of an accounting period. 

156 Accounting period end date 

The last date of an accounting period. 

157 Validity start date 

The first date of a period for which something is valid. 

162 Release date of supplier 

Date when the supplier released goods. 

165 Tax period start date 

Date when a tax period begins. 

166 Tax period end date 

Date when a tax period ends. 

167 Charge period start date 

The charge period's first date. 

168 Charge period end date 

The charge period's last date. 

169 Lead time 

Time required between order entry till earliest goods delivery. 

171 Reference date/time 

Date/time on which the reference was issued. 

174 Advise after date/time 

The information must be advised after the date/time indicated. 
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175 Advise before date/time 

The information must be advised before the date/time indicated. 

176 Advise completed date/time 

The advise has been completed at the date indicated. 

177 Advise on date/time 

The information must be advised on the date/time indicated. 

178 Arrival date/time, actual 

[2106] Date (and time) of arrival of means of transport. 

179 Booking date/time 

Date at which the booking was made. 

180 Closing date/time 

Final date for delivering cargo to a liner ship. 

182 Issue date 

Date when a document/message has been or will be issued. 

186 Departure date/time, actual 

(2280) Date (and time) of departure of means of transport. 

189 Departure date/time, scheduled 

Date (and time) of scheduled departure of means of transport. 

190 Transhipment date/time 

Date and time of the transfer of the goods from one means of transport to 
another. 

191 Delivery date/time, expected 

Date/time on which goods are expected to be delivered. 

192 Expiration date/time of customs document 

Date on which validity of a customs document expires. 

193 Execution date 

The date when ordered bank initiated the transaction. 

194 Start date/time 

Date/time on which a period starts. 

195 Expiry date of import licence 

[2272] Date of expiry of the validity of an Import Licence. 

199 Positioning date/time of goods 

The date and/or time the goods have to be or have been positioned. 

200 Pick-up/collection date/time of cargo 

Date/time at which the cargo is picked up. 

202 Posting date 

The date when an entry is posted to an account. 
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203 Execution date/time, requested 

The date/time on which the ordered bank is requested to initiate the payment 
order, as specified by the originator (e.g. the date of the debit). 

206 End date/time 

Date/time on which a period (from - to) ends. 

209 Value date 

Date on which the funds are at the disposal of the beneficiary or cease to be at 
the disposal of the ordering customer. 

211 360/30 

Calculation is based on year of 360 days, month of 30 days. 

212 360/28-31 

Calculation is based on year of 360 days, month of 28-31 days. 

213 365-6/30 

Calculation is based on year of 365-6 days, month of 30 days. 

214 365-6/28-31 

Calculation is based on year of 365-6 days, month of 28-31 days. 

215 365/28-31 

Calculation is based on year of 365 days, month of 28-31 days. 

216 365/30 

Calculation is based on year of 365 days, month of 30 days. 

218 Authentication/validation date/time 

The date/time of authentication and/or validation. 

219 Crossborder date/time 

Date/time at which goods are transferred across a country border. 

221 Interest period 

Number of days used for the calculation of interests. 

222 Presentation date, latest 

Latest date for presentation of a document. 

223 Delivery date/time, deferred 

New date and time of delivery calculated on basis of a consignee's requirement 
(chargeable). 

227 Beneficiary's banks due date 

Date on which funds should be made available to the beneficiary's bank. 

231 Arrival date/time, earliest 

Date/time of earliest arrival of means of transport. 

232 Arrival date/time, scheduled 

Date (and time) of scheduled arrival of means of transport. 
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234 Collection date/time, earliest 

The transport order may be issued before the goods are ready for picking up. 
This date/time indicates from when on the carrier can have access to the 
consignment. 

235 Collection date/time, latest 

In relation with the arrangements agreed between buyer and seller or between 
sender and main transport it may be necessary to specify the latest collection 
date/time. 

255 Availability due date 

Date when ordered items should be available at a specified location. 

257 Calculation date/time/period 

The date/time/period on which a calculation will take, or has taken, place. 

260 Valuation date (Customs) 

Date when Customs valuation was made. 

261 Release date/time 

Date/time assigned to identify the release of a set of rules, conditions, 
conventions, productions, etc. 

263 Invoicing period 

Period for which an invoice is issued. 

265 Due date 

The date on which some action should occur. 

266 Validation date 

The date on which something was made valid, ratified or confirmed. 

GS1 Description: 
The date on which the validation of a document or message has taken place. 

267 Rate/price date/time 

Date/time on which a rate/price is determined. 

273 Validity period 

Dates (from/to)/period referenced documents are valid. 

282 Confirmation date lead time 

Lead time is referenced to the date of confirmation. 

306 Work period 

Period of execution of works. 

310 Received date/time 

Date/time of receipt. 

315 Agreement to pay date 

Date on which the debtor agreed to pay. 

321 Promotion date/period 

Date/period relevant for specific promotion activities. 
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322 Accounting period 

Self-explanatory. 

GS1 Description: 
Period related to a company's accounting procedures/fiscal calendar. 

324 Processing date/period 

Date/period a specific process happened/will happen. 

325 Tax period 

Period a tax rate/tax amount etc. is applicable. 

GS1 Description: 
A period which is designated by tax authorities, e.g. VAT period. 

326 Charge period 

Period a specified charge is valid for. 

328 Payroll deduction date/time 

Date/time of a monetary deduction made from the salary of a person on a 
payroll. 

334 Status change date/time 

Date/time when a status changes. 

349 Packing end date 

Date on which packing completed. 

350 Test start date 

Date when a test has been started. 

351 Inspection date 

Date of inspection. 

356 Sales date, and or time, and or period 

The date, and or time, and or period on which a sale took place. 

357 Cancel if not published by this date 

Cancel if not published by this date. 

358 Scheduled for delivery on or after 

Scheduled for delivery on or after the specified date, and or time. 

359 Scheduled for delivery on or before 

Scheduled for delivery on or before specified date and or time. 

360 Sell by date 

The date by which a product should be sold. 

361 Best before date 

The best before date. 

362 End availability date 

The end date of availability. 
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363 Total shelf life period 

A period indicating the total shelf life of a product. 

364 Minimum shelf life remaining at time of despatch period 

Period indicating the minimum shelf life remaining for a product at the time of 
leaving the supplier. 

365 Packaging date 

The date on which the packaging of a product took place. 

366 Inventory report date 

Date on which a inventory report is made. 

367 Previous meter reading date 

Date on which the previous reading of a meter took place. 

368 Latest meter reading date 

Date on which the latest reading of a meter took place. 

369 Date and or time of handling, estimated 

The date and or time when the handling action is estimated to take place. 

381 Product Lifespan at time of production (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The total lifespan of a product at the time of its production. 

382 Earliest sale date 

The earliest date on which the product may be made available for sale. 

383 Cancel if not shipped by this date 

Cancel the order if goods not shipped by this date. 

GS1 Description: 
Cancel the identified order if it has not been shipped/despatched by this date. 

417 Previous booking date/time 

Date/time at which the previous booking was made. 

418 Minimum shelf life remaining at time of receipt 

The minimum shelf life remaining at the time of receipt. 

419 Forecast period 

A period for which a forecast applies. 

GS1 Description: 
A validity period for a forecast. 

423 First date of ordering 

The first date on which ordering may take place. 

424 Last date of ordering 

The last date on which ordering may take place. 

434 Maturity date 

Date at which maturity occurs. 
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447 Creditor's requested value date 

Date on which the creditor requests to be credited. 

448 Referenced item creation date 

Creation date of referenced item. 

454 Accounting value date 

Date against which the entry has to be legally allocated. 

496 Reinstatement date 

Identifies the date of reinstatement. 

506 Back order delivery date/time/period 

The date/time/period during which the delivery of a back order will take, or 
has taken, place. 

530 Fumigation date and/or time 

The date/or time on which fumigation is to occur or has taken place. 

531 Payment period 

A period of time in which a payment has been or will be made. 

536 Review date 

Date the item was or will be reviewed. 

541 First published date 

Date when material was first published. 

557 Returned date 

Date return takes place. 

GS1 Description: 
Date by which goods must be, or have been, returned. 

656 Age 

Length of time that a person or thing has existed. 

GS1 Description: 
Length of time that a person or animal has lived or a thing has existed. 

684 Deletion date 

The date on which deletion occurs. 

685 First sale date and/or time and/or period 

The first date, and/or time, and/or period a product was sold. 

686 Last sale date and/or time and/or period 

The last date, and/or time, and/or period a product was sold. 

706 File generation date and/or time 

Date and, or time of file generation. 

743 Purchase order latest possible change date 

Date identifying a point of time after which a purchase order cannot be 
changed. 
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748 Open period 

Code identifying the period during which something is, was or will be open. 

750 Before date 

The specified before date. 

EDIFACT 

751 After date 

The specified after date. 

EDIFACT 

753 Maturity date, optimal 

Date at which optimal maturity occurs. 

EDIFACT 

754 Product ageing duration, maximum 

Maximum period of time during which the product is ageing. 

EDIFACT 

755 Minimum period of time during which the product is ageing. 

EDIFACT 

758 Trade item ship date/time, earliest possible 

The earliest date/time that the trade item can be shipped. 

It indicates the earliest date that the trade item can be shipped. This is 
independent of any specific ship-from location. 

759 Trade item ship date/time, latest possible 

The latest date/time that the trade item can be shipped. 

It indicates the latest date that the trade item can be shipped. This is 
independent of any specific ship-from location. 

760 Start date/time, maximum buying quantity 

The date/time from which the maximum buying quantity may be purchased. 

The start date for when the maximum buying quantity is available to the 
trading partner. 

761 Start date/time, minimum buying quantity 

The start date for when the minimum buying quantity is available to the 
trading partner. 

762 Marketing campaign end date/time, suggested 

The date and or time suggested for the marketing campaign to end. 

The date suggested by the supplier for the campaign to end. It indicates the 
end of a marketing campaign. 

763 Marketing campaign start date/time, suggested 

The date and or time suggested for the marketing campaign to start. 

The date suggested by the supplier for the campaign to start. It indicates the 
beginning of a marketing campaign. 

764 Start availability date 

The start date of availability. 

Indicates the start date of the trade item's seasonal availability. 
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765 Seasonal availabilty calendar year 

The calendar year of the season in which the trade item is available. 

766 Goods pickup lead time 

Minimum time required between order entry and goods release for pick-up. 

Time (in weeks, days, hours …) required between order entry and the earliest 
goods release (use for pick-up, not use for delivery). 

767 Change date/time, latest 

Most recent date and/or time that the information has been changed. 

A system generated value identifying the date and time a record was last 
updated. 

768 End date/time, maximum buying quantity 

The date and/or time until which the maximum buying quantity may be 
purchased. 

The end date for when the maximum buying quantity is no longer available to 
the trading partner. 

769 End dat/time, minimum buying quantity 

The date and/or time until which the minimum buying quantity may be 
purchased. 

The end date for when the minimum buying quantity is no longer available to 
the trading partner. 

770 End date/time of exclusivity 

The date and/or time until which a product is exclusive. 

The Date & Time at which a product is no longer exclusive to that trading 
partner. 

772 Handling start date and/or time, actual 

The actual date and/or time when the start of the handling action takes place. 

773 Handling end date and/or time, estimated 

The date and/or time when the end of the handling action is estimated to take 
place. 

774 Handling end date and/or time, actual 

The actual date and/or time when the end of the handling action takes place. 

775 Minimum product lifespan for consumer 

The minimum life span of the product remaining after selling it to the 
consumer, i.e. between the "sell by date" and the "use by date" of the product. 

789 Opened trade item life span 

The number of days the trade item that had been opened can remain on the 
shelf and must then be removed. 

793 Reprocessing date/time 

Date/time on which goods previously produced are re-processed. 

794 First returnable date/time 

The first date/time on or after which items can be returned. 
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795 Community visibility date/time 

The date/time from which information becomes visible to the target 
community. 

796 Catch date/time 

Date/time of catch. 

799 Validity end date 

The last date of a period for which something is valid. 

800 Next status report date 

Date of the next status report 

801 Service connection date/time, actual 

The date/time on which a service was connected, e.g. telephone, water, etc. 

802 Service disconnection date/time, actual 

The date/time on which a service was DISconnected, e.g. telephone, water, 
etc. 

803 Empty equipment required date/time/period 

Date/time/period on which empty equipment is required. 

804 Product sterilisation date 

Date on which a product was sterilised. 

805 Stock demand cover period, expected 

A period of time when stocks are expected to cover demand for a product. 

806 Shipment date/time, expected 

Date and/or time when shipment is expected 

807 Slaughtering date/time 

Date/time of slaughtering 

808 Animal birth date/time 

Date/time when an animal was born 

809 Seasonal availability end date 

Indicates the end date of the trade item's seasonal availability 

21E End validity date (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Date indicating the end date of a validity period. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value 799 instead. 

40E Next status date (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The next date on which a status report will be provided. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value 800 instead. 

41E Product lifespan from time of production (GS1 Temporary Code) 

An indication of the lifespan of a product from its time of production. 
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44E Connection date/time (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The date/time on which a service was connected, e.g. telephone, water, etc. 
Connection date/time (GS1 Temporary Code) 

45E Disconnection date/time (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The date/time on which a service was disconnected, e.g. telephone, water, etc. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value 802 instead. 

46E Order completion date/time (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The date/time on which an order was completed. 

50E Empty equipment required date/time/period (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Date on which empty equipment is required. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value 803 instead. 

54E Stuffing date/time (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The date/time on which the stuffing of a container is to take place, or has 
taken place. 

55E Un-stuffing date/time (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The date/time on which the un-stuffing of a container is to take place, or has 
taken place. 

61B Cancel if not delivered by this date unless title not published at time (GS1 
Temporary Code) 

Cancel the product ordered if it has not been delivered by this date unless it 
had not been published at the time of order. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. 

63B Latest availability date if not yet despatched (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The latest availability date required for a product or order if it has not already 
been despatched. 

90E Product sterilisation date (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Date on which a product was sterilised. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value 804 instead. 

91E First freezing date (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Date on which a product was first frozen. 

92E Pension deduction payment date (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Date when the deduction was made from the salary of the employee. 

93E Professional risk deduction payment date (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Date when the risk deduction was made from the salary of the employee. 

94E Health care deduction payment date (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Date when health care deduction was made. 

96E Stock cover period (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A period of time when all stocks are expected to cover demand for a product. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value 805 instead. 
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98E Discharge date/time, start (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Date/time when all discharge operations on the transport means have actually 
been started. 

X13 Expect to ship by (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The consignement is expected to be shipped by this date and/or time. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value 806 instead. 

X14 Requested for delivery week commencing (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Code requesting delivery of an order or order line during a specified week. 

X19 Material Safety Data Sheet issue date (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A date when a Material Safety Data Sheet has been or will be issued. 

X20 Slaughter date/time (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Date/time of slaughtering of an animal. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value 807 instead. 

X21 Animal Birth date/time (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Date/time when an animal was born. For traceability purposes. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value 808 instead. 

X49 Seasonal availability end date (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Indicates the end date of the trade item's seasonal availability. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value 809 instead. 

X50 Committed quantity announcement date (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The date when quantity committed by store could be announced to the supply 
chain of the retailer. 

XF2 Date of issue and maturity (SWIFT Code) 

Date when a document/message has been issued and becomes mature. 

YB9 Total credits (SWIFT Code) 

The total value of credits to a financial account. 

  

 2379 Date or time or period format code 

Code specifying the representation of a date, time or period. 

2 DDMMYY 

Calendar date: D = Day; M = Month; Y = Year. 

101 YYMMDD 

Calendar date: Y = Year; M = Month; D = Day. 

102 CCYYMMDD 

Calendar date: C = Century ; Y = Year ; M = Month ; D = Day. 

104 MMWW-MMWW 

A period of time specified by giving the start week of a month followed by the 
end week of a month. Data is to be transmitted as consecutive characters 
without hyphen. 
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107 DDD 

Day's number within a specific year: D = Day. 

108 WW 

Week's number within a specific year: W = Week. 

109 MM 

Month's number within a specific year: M = Month. 

110 DD 

Day's number within is a specific month. 

201 YYMMDDHHMM 

Calendar date including time without seconds: Y = Year; M = Month; D = Day; 
H = Hour; M = Minute. 

203 CCYYMMDDHHMM 

Calendar date including time with minutes: C=Century; Y=Year; M=Month; 
D=Day; H=Hour; M=Minutes. 

204 CCYYMMDDHHMMSS 

Calendar date including time with seconds: C=Century;Y=Year; M=Month; 
D=Day;H=Hour;M=Minute;S=Second. 

401 HHMM 

Time without seconds: H = Hour; m = Minute. 

501 HHMMHHMM 

Time span without seconds: H = Hour; m = Minute;. 

502 HHMMSS-HHMMSS 

Format of period to be given without hyphen. 

602 CCYY 

Calendar year including century: C = Century; Y = Year. 

609 YYMM 

Month within a calendar year: Y = Year; M = Month. 

610 CCYYMM 

Month within a calendar year: CC = Century; Y = Year; M = Month. 

615 YYWW 

Week within a calendar year: Y = Year; W = Week 1st week of January = week 
01. 

616 CCYYWW 

Week within a calendar year: CC = Century; Y = Year; W = Week (1st week of 
January = week 01). 

713 YYMMDDHHMM-YYMMDDHHMM 

Format of period to be given in actual message without hyphen. 
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715 YYWW-YYWW 

A period of time specified by giving the start week of a year followed by the 
end week of year (both not including century). Data is to be transmitted as 
consecutive characters without hyphen. 

717 YYMMDD-YYMMDD 

Format of period to be given in actual message without hyphen. 

718 CCYYMMDD-CCYYMMDD 

Format of period to be given without hyphen. 

719 CCYYMMDDHHMM-CCYYMMDDHHMM 

A period of time which includes the century, year, month, day, hour and 
minute. Format of period to be given in actual message without hyphen. 

720 DHHMM-DHHMM 

Format of period to be given without hyphen (D=day of the week, 1=Monday; 
2=Tuesday; ... 7=Sunday). 

801 Year 

To indicate a quantity of years. 

802 Month 

To indicate a quantity of months. 

803 Week 

To indicate a quantity of weeks. 

804 Day 

To indicate a quantity of days. 

805 Hour 

To indicate a quantity of hours. 

806 Minute 

To indicate a quantity of minutes. 

810 Trimester 

To indicate a quantity of trimesters (three months). 

811 Half month 

To indicate a quantity of half months. 

21E DDHHMM-DDHHMM (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Format of period to be given in actual message without hyphen. 

  

 3035 Party function code qualifier 

Code giving specific meaning to a party. 

AB Buyer's agent/representative 

Third party who arranged the purchase of merchandise on behalf of the actual 
buyer. 
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ACD Party has access to all non publicly available data (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The identified party has access to all non publicly available pricing and non- 
pricing data associated with the current product. 

ACN Party has access only to non publicly available non-pricing data (GS1 
Temporary Code) 

The identified party has access only to the non publicly available non-pricing 
data associated with the current product. 

ACP Party has access only to non publicly available pricing data (GS1 Temporary 
Code) 

The identified party has access only to the non publicly available pricing data 
associated with the current product. 

AE Declarant's agent/representative 

Any natural or legal person who makes a declaration to an official body on 
behalf of another natural or legal person, where legally permitted (CCC). 

AG Agent/representative 

(3196) Party authorized to act on behalf of another party. 

AP Accepting party 

(3352) Party accepting goods, products, services etc. 

AS Account servicing financial institution 

Identifies the financial institution servicing the account(s). 

BE Beneficiary 

The ultimate recipient of the funds. Normally the account owner who is 
reimbursed by the payor. 

BF Beneficiary's bank 

Identifies the account servicer for the beneficiary or the payee. 

BK Financial institution 

Party acting as financial institution. 

BL Bill of lading recipient 

Party to receive B/L. 

BO Broker or sales office 

Party acting in the name of the seller as broker or as sales office. 

BQ Cheque drawn bank 

Identifies the bank on which the cheque should be drawn, as instructed by the 
ordering customer. 

BS Bill and ship to 

Party receiving goods and relevant invoice. 

BY Buyer 

Party to whom merchandise and/or service is sold. 
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CA Carrier 

(3126) Party undertaking or arranging transport of goods between named 
points. 

CG Carrier's agent 

Party authorized to act for or on behalf of carrier. 

CH Connecting carrier 

Owner or operator of a transportation conveyance to which goods in a given 
transaction will be transferred. 

CK Empty equipment despatch party 

Party from whose premises empty equipment will be or has been despatched. 

CM Customs 

Identification of customs authority relevant to the transaction or shipment. 

CN Consignee 

(3132) Party to which goods are consigned. 

CO Corporate office 

Identification of the Head Office within a company. 

COD Quotation requesting party 

The party sending the requests for quotation. 

EDIFACT 

CPE Central payment service (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Master of the conveyance. 

GS1 Description: 
A party providing central (or consolidated payment) services. 

CPU Central procurement party (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Party responsible for all aspects (e.g. tenders, orders, invoices, ..) of 
procurement. 

CQ Cheque order 

Party to which the cheque will be ordered, when different from the beneficiary. 

CR Empty equipment return party 

Party to whose premises empty equipment will be or has been returned. 

CRB Creditor's bank (SWIFT Code) 

Identifies the account servicer for the creditor. 

CRE Creditor (SWIFT Code) 

The party to be credited with funds. 

CS Consolidator 

Party consolidating various consignments, payments etc. 

CW Equipment owner 

Owner of equipment (container, etc.). 
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CX Consignee's agent 

Party authorized to act on behalf of the consignee. 

CZ Consignor 

(3336) Party which, by contract with a carrier, consigns or sends goods with 
the carrier, or has them conveyed by him. Synonym: shipper, sender. 

DBB Debtor's bank (SWIFT Code) 

Identifies the account servicer for the debtor. 

DCS Temporary employee 

A person employed on a temporary basis. 

DCT Designer 

A party who designs. 

DCU Quotation delivered to 

Party to whom the quotation is to be or has been delivered. 

EDIFACT 

DCV Developer 

A party who develops. 

DCX Party to receive refund 

Party to whom a refund is given. 

DEF Meat cutter 

Person whose job is to cut up and/or mince meat. 

EDIFACT 

DEQ Shipper 

Party responsible for the shipment of goods. 

DER Source data pool 

A data pool that supports the functionality required by a data source such as 
data loading, publication, notification, registration, etc. 

DES Brand owner 

The owner of a brand. 

DFZ Article information responsible party 

The party responsible for article information. 

DGA Price information responsible party 

The party responsible for price information. 

DGB Invoice processing party 

Party to whom the invoice is sent and who processes the invoice on behalf of 
the invoicee. Note, the invoicee is legally responsible for the invoice and can be 
different to the processing party. 

DGC Logistic service provider 

A party providing logistic services for another party (e.g re-packing suppliers 
products) on products. 
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DGD Fattener 

Party which provides fattening services. 

DGE Breeder 

Party which provides breeding. 

DL Factor 

Company offering a financial service whereby a firm sells or transfers title to 
its accounts receivable to the factoring company. 

DM Party to whom documents are to be presented 

Party to whom documents are to be presented. 

DP Delivery party 

(3144) Party to which goods should be delivered, if not identical with 
consignee. 

GS1 Description: 
Party to which goods should be delivered, if not the same as the buyer. 

DS Distributor 

Party distributing goods, financial payments or documents. 

EM Party to receive electronic memo of invoice 

Party being informed about invoice issue (via EDI). 

EO Owner of equipment 

Party who owns equipment. 

EX Exporter 

(3030) Party who makes - or on whose behalf a Customs clearing agent or 
other authorized person makes - an export declaration. This may include a 
manufacturer, seller or other person. Within a Customs union, consignor may 
have the same meaning as exporter. 

FD Buyer's parent company 

Parent company, e.g. holding company. 

FP Freight/charges payer 

Party responsible for the payment of freight. 

FR Message from 

Party where the message comes from. 

FW Freight forwarder 

Party arranging forwarding of goods. 

GL Socially insured person 

A person who is registered in a social security scheme. 

GM Inventory controller 

To specifically identify the party in charge of inventory control. 

GO Goods owner 

The party which owns the goods. 
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GQ Slaughterer 

Party or person who has undertaken or will undertake a slaughter. 

GW Party fulfilling all operations 

Code indicating the fact that the party identified carries out all operations 
within that company's activities. 

GX Central catalogue party 

Party controlling a central catalogue. 

GY Inventory reporting party 

Party reporting inventory information. 

GZ Substitute supplier 

Party which may be in a position to supply products or services should the 
main usual supplier be unable to do so. 

HP Final message recipient 

To identify the final recipient of the message. 

HQ Owner of account (SWIFT Code) 

Identifies the owner of the account. 

HX Debtor (SWIFT Code) 

Party from whom payment is due. 

I1 Intermediary bank 1 

A financial institution between the ordered bank and the beneficiary's bank. 

I2 Intermediary bank 2 

A financial institution between the ordered bank and the beneficiary's bank. 

II Issuer of invoice 

(3028) Party issuing an invoice. 

IM Importer 

(3020) Party who makes - or on whose behalf a Customs clearing agent or 
other authorized person makes - an import declaration. This may include a 
person who has possession of the goods or to whom the goods are consigned. 

IN Insurer 

A person or company offering insurance policies for premiums. 

IPA Party information party (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The party in a company who is responsible for the party information. The 
PARTIN message may be requested from or sent by this party. 

IPD Article information party (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The party in a company who is responsible for the pricing or other article 
information. The PRICAT or PRODAT messages may be requested from or sent 
by this party. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value DFZ instead. 
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IPR Price information party (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The party in a company who is responsible for the price information. The 
PRICAT message may be requested from or sent by this party. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value DGA instead. 

ITO Invoice recipient party (GS1 CTemporary ode) 

Party to whom the invoice is sent and who processes the invoice on behalf of 
the invoicee. Note, the invoicee is legally responsible for the invoice and can be 
different to the processing party. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value DGB instead. 

IV Invoicee 

(3006) Party to whom an invoice is issued. 

JB Goods collection party 

Party that will collect or has collected the goods. 

GS1 Description: 
Party that will collect or has collected the goods. 

LC Party declaring the Value Added Tax (VAT) 

A code to identify the party who is responsible for declaring the Value Added 
Tax (VAT) on the sale of goods or services. 

LD Party recovering the Value Added Tax (VAT) 

A code to identify the party who is eligible to recover the Value Added Tax 
(VAT) on the sale of goods or services. 

LF Buyer's corporate office 

The identification of the buyer's corporate office. 

LG Supplier's corporate office 

The identification of the supplier's corporate office. 

LP Loading party 

Party responsible for the loading when other than carrier. 

LSP Logistic Service Provider (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A party providing logistic services for another party (e.g re-packing suppliers 
products) on products which may lead to added value for the product. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value DGC instead. 

MA Party for whom item is ultimately intended 

Party for whom item is ultimately intended. 

MF Manufacturer of goods 

Party who manufactures the goods. 

MP Manufacturing plant 

Self explanatory. 

GS1 Description: 
Industrial department of a company in which goods are manufactured with 
appropriate equipment and fittings. 
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MR Message recipient 

A party to receive a message or messages. 

MS Document/message issuer/sender 

Issuer of a document and/or sender of a message. 

N1 Notify party no. 1 

The first party which is to be notified. 

N2 Notify party no. 2 

The second party which is to be notified. 

NFP No function priority allocated (GS1 CTemporary ode) 

Code indicating that the party identified is capable of carrying out all or most 
functions within the party. 

NI Notify party 

(3180) Party to be notified of arrival of goods. 

OB Ordered by 

Party who issued an order. 

GS1 Description: 
Party who issued an order for goods and services. 

OR Ordered bank 

Identifies the account servicer for the ordering customer or payor. 

OS Original shipper 

The original supplier of the goods. 

OV Owner of means of transport 

(3126) Party owning the means of transport. No synonym of carrier = CA. 

OY Ordering customer 

Identifies the originator of the instruction. 

GS1 Description: 
Only used in financial messages. 

P1 Contact party 1 

First party to contact. 

P2 Contact party 2 

Second party to contact. 

PB Paying financial institution 

Financial institution designated to make payment. 

PE Payee 

Identifies the credit party when other than the beneficiary. 

PF Party to receive freight bill 

Party to whom the freight bill should be sent. 
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PL Payor 

Identifies the debit party when other than the ordering customer (for banking 
purposes). 

PO Ordering party 

To be used only if ordering party and buyer are not identical. 

PR Payer 

(3308) Party initiating payment. 

PW Despatch party 

(3282) Party where goods are collected or taken over by the carrier (i.e. if 
other than consignor). 

PX Party to receive all documents 

A party which is named to be the recipient of all documents. 

PY Checking party 

Party or contact designated on behalf of carrier or his agent to establish the 
actual figures for quantities, weight, volume and/or (cube) measurements of 
goods or containers which are to appear in the transport contract and on which 
charges will be based. 

RA Central bank or regulatory authority 

Identifies central bank or regulatory authority which must be informed of 
certain aspects of a message. 

RB Receiving financial institution 

Financial institution designated to receive payment. 

RE Party to receive commercial invoice remittance 

Party to whom payment for a commercial invoice or bill should be remitted. 

RH Seller's financial institution 

Financial institution designated by seller to receive payment. RDFI (ACH 
transfers). 

RV Receiver of cheque 

Identifies the party which is to receive the actual cheque, when different from 
the receiver of funds. 

SA Sales person number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The identification of a sales person number. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value SE instead. 

SE Seller 

(3346) Party selling merchandise to a buyer. 

SF Ship from 

Identification of the party from where goods will be or have been shipped. 
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SN Store number 

A party keeping a shop or store. 

GS1 Description: 
Number allocated to identify a store. 

SR Supplier's agent/representative 

(3254) Party representing the seller for the purpose of the trade transaction. 

GS1 Description: 
Party representing the supplier for the purpose of the trade transaction. 

SS Social securities collector's office 

Party collecting social securities premiums. 

ST Ship to 

Identification of the party to where goods will be or have been shipped. 

SU Supplier 

Party who supplies goods and/or services. 

GS1 Description: 
Party which provides service(s) and/or manufactures or otherwise has 
possession of goods, and consigns or makes them available in trade. 

TC Tax collector's office 

Party collecting taxes. 

TPE Testing party (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A party authorized to carry out a specified test. 

TS Party to receive certified test results 

Party to whom the certified test results should be sent. 

UC Ultimate consignee 

Party who has been designated on the invoice or packing list as the final 
recipient of the stated merchandise. 

UD Ultimate customer 

The final recipient of goods. 

WH Warehouse keeper 

(3022) Party taking responsibility for goods entered into a warehouse. 

WS Wholesaler 

Seller of articles, often in large quantities, to be retailed by others. 

X47 Cash register number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Number allocated to identify a cash register. 

X48 Corporate identity (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The identity of party to whom all other parties of the same commercial 
organisation are linked. 
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X50 Mincing plant (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A place where the meat of animals is cut into very small pieces using a meat 
grinder. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. 

X51 Fattener (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Party which fattens the animal. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value DGD instead. 

X52 Breeder (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Party which breeds the animal. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value DGE instead. 

X53 Content Owner (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Not available. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. 

X54 Temperature variation (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Temperature variation upward or downward 

X55 Truck / lorry removed (GS1 Temporary Code) 

X56 No / missing loading space (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The goods/consignment/equipment could not be loaded because of no/missing 
loading space. 

ZZZ Mutually defined 

Party specification mutually agreed between interchanging parties. 

  

 3045 Party name format code 

Code specifying the representation of a party name. 

1 Name components in sequence as defined in description below 

Name component 1: Family name. Name component 2: Given name or initials. 
Name component 3: Given name or initials. Name component 4: Maiden name. 
Name component 5: Title Group of name components transmitted in sequence 
with name component 1 transmitted first. The maiden name is the family 
name given at birth of a female. Other names are self-explanatory. 

  

 3055 Code list responsible agency code 

Code specifying the agency responsible for a code list. 

2 CEC (Commission of the European Communities) 

Generic: see also 140, 141, 142, 162. 

GS1 Description: 
Commission of the European Communities 

3 IATA (International Air Transport Association) 

The airline industry's international organisation. 

GS1 Description: 
International Air Transport Association 
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5 ISO (International Organization for Standardization) 

International Organization of Standardization. 

6 UN/ECE (United Nations - Economic Commission for Europe) 

United Nations Economic Commission for Europe. 

7 CEFIC (Conseil Europeen des Federations de l'Industrie Chimique) 

EDI project for chemical industry. 

8 EDIFICE 

Standardised electronic commerce forum for companies with interests in 
computing, electronics and telecommunications. 

GS1 Description: 
EDI Forum for companies with Interest in Computing and Electronics (EDI 
project for EDP/ADP sector). 

9 GS1 

GS1 (formerly EAN International), an organisation of GS1 Member 
Organisations, which manages the GS1 System. 

GS1 Description: 
GS1 International. 

10 ODETTE 

Organization for Data Exchange through Tele-Transmission in Europe 
(European automotive industry project). 

17 S.W.I.F.T. 

Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications s.c. 

28 EDITEUR (European book sector electronic data interchange group) 

Code identifying the pan European user group for the book industry as an 
organisation responsible for code values in the book industry. 

60 Assigned by national trade agency 

The code list is from a national agency. 

65 GS1 France 

Organisation responsible for GS1 System in France. 

68 GS1 Italy 

Organisation responsible for GS1 System in Italy. 

83 US, National Retail Federation 

The National Retail Federation is the trade association for the general 
merchandise retailing industry. In addition to providing support and education 
services, they also maintain and publish standard colour and size codes for the 
retail industry. 

84 DE, BRD (Gesetzgeber der Bundesrepublik Deutschland) 

German legislature. 

86 Assigned by party originating the message 

Codes assigned by the party originating the message. 
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87 Assigned by carrier 

Codes assigned by the carrier. 

88 Assigned by owner of operation 

Assigned by owner of operation (e.g. used in construction). 

89 Assigned by distributor 

Codes assigned by a distributor. 

90 Assigned by manufacturer 

Code assigned by the manufacturer. 

91 Assigned by supplier or supplier's agent 

Codes assigned by a seller or seller's agent. 

GS1 Description: 
Code assigned by the supplier or supplier's agent. 

92 Assigned by buyer or buyer's agent 

Codes assigned by a buyer or buyer's agent. 

112 US, U.S. Census Bureau 

The Bureau of the Census of the U.S. Dept. of Commerce. 

113 GS1 US 

Organisation responsible for GS1 System in the USA. 

116 US, ANSI ASC X12 

American National Standards Institute ASC X12. 

131 DE, German Bankers Association 

German Bankers' Association. 

136 GS1 UK 

Organisation responsible for GS1 System in the UK. 

137 AT, Verband oesterreichischer Banken und Bankiers 

Austrian bankers association. 

174 DE, DIN (Deutsches Institut fuer Normung) 

German standardization institute. 

182 US, Standard Carrier Alpha Code (Motor) 

Organisation maintaining the SCAC lists and transportation operating in North 
America. 

194 AU, AQIS (Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service) 

Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service. 

200 GS1 Netherlands 

Organisation responsible for GS1 System in the Netherlands. 

245 GS1 Denmark 

Organisation responsible for GS1 System in Denmark. 
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246 GS1 Germany 

Organisation responsible for GS1 System in Germany. 

GS1 Description: 
German representative of International Article Numbering association (GS1). 

260 Ediel Nordic forum 

A code to identify Ediel Nordic forum, which is an organization standardizing 
the use of EDI between the participants in the Nordic power market. 

281 GS1 Belgium & Luxembourg 

Organisation responsible for GS1 System in Belgium & Luxembourg. 

286 SE, TCO (Tjänstemännes Central Organisation) 

The Swedish Confederation of Professional Employees. 

294 GS1 Austria 

Organisation responsible for the GS1 System in Austria. 

295 AU, Therapeutic Goods Administration 

Austrialian administration responsible for the regulation of therapeutic goods in 
Australia. 

EDIFACT 

297 IT, Ufficio IVA 

Ufficio responsabile gestione partite IVA, Italy (Italian Institute issuing VAT 
registration numbers). 

EDIFACT 

298 GS1 Spain 

Organisation responsible for the GS1 System in Spain. 

316 GS1 Finland 

Organisation responsible for the GS1 system in Finland. 

317 GS1 Brazil 

Organisation responsible for the GS1 system in Brazil. 

324 GS1 Ireland 

Organisation responsible for the GS1 system in Ireland. 

325 GS1 Russia 

Organisation responsible for the GS1 system in Russia. 

326 GS1 Poland 

Organisation responsible for the GS1 system in Poland. 

327 GS1 Estonia 

Organisation responsible for the GS1 system in Estonia. 

376 PANTONE 

Color code controlling organisation 

400 FAO (Food and Agriculture Organisation) 

Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations. 
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403 Comite Europeen de Normalisation 

Comite Européen de Normalisation (CEN), European committee for 
standardisation. 

404 Assigned by logistics service provider 

Codes assigned by a logistics service provider. 

CEN Comite European de Normalisation (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Comite European de Normalisation. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value 403 instead. 

PMS Pantone Matching System (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Pantone Matching System. 

RAL DE, Deutsches Institut fuer Guetesicherung und Kennzeichnung (GS1 
Temporary Code) 

X5 IT, Ufficio IVA (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Ufficio responsabile gestione partite IVA, Italy (Italian Institute issuing VAT 
registration numbers). 

X6 Assigned by logistics service provider (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Codes assigned by the logistics service provider. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value 404 instead. 

ZZZ Mutually defined 

A code assigned within a code list to be used on an interim basis and as 
defined among trading partners until a precise code can be assigned to the 
code list. 

  

 3139 Contact function code 

Code specifying the function of a contact (e.g. department or person). 

AA Insurance contact 

Department/person to contact for matters regarding insurance. 

AD Accounting contact 

The contact responsible for accounting matters. 

AE Contract contact 

Department/person to contact for matters regarding contracts. 

AM Claims contact 

Department/person to contact for matters regarding claims. 

AP Accounts payable contact 

Department/person responsible for the accounts payable function within a 
corporation. 

AR Accounts receivable contact 

Department/person responsible for the accounts receivable within a 
corporation. 
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BC Banking contact 

Contact person for bank. 

BJ Department or person responsible for processing purchase order 

Identification of the department or person responsible for the processing of 
purchase orders. 

BN Certification contact 

Code specifying a contact with knowledge of a certification action. 

BO After business hours contact 

Department/person to contact after normal working hours. 

BR Cook 

Person responsible for cooking. 

CB Changed by 

Person who made the change. 

CKE Cook (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Person responsible for cooking. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value BR instead. 

CN Consignee 

(3132) Party to which goods are consigned. 

CO Consignor 

(3336) Party which, by contract with a carrier, consigns or sends goods with 
the carrier, or has them conveyed by him. Synonym: shipper/sender. 

CP Responsible person for computer data processing 

Responsible person to contact for matters regarding computer data processing. 

CR Customer relations 

Individual responsible for customer relations. 

DE Department/employee to execute export procedures 

Department/employee which/who executes export procedures. 

DI Department/employee to execute import procedures 

Department/employee which/who executes import procedures. 

DL Delivery contact 

Department/person responsible for delivery. 

ED Engineering contact 

Department/person to contact for matters regarding engineering. 

GR Goods receiving contact 

Department/person responsible for receiving the goods at the place of delivery. 

HE Emergency dangerous goods contact 

Party who is to be contacted to intervene in case of emergency. 
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HG Dangerous goods contact 

Department/person to be contacted for details about the transportation of 
dangerous goods/hazardous material. 

IC Information contact 

Department/person to contact for questions regarding transactions. 

LO Place of collection contact 

Department/employee to be contacted at the place of collection. 

MGR Manager (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Person responsible for management within a department or company. 

NT Notification contact 

Department/employee to be notified. 

OC Order contact 

An individual to contact for questions regarding this order. 

PD Purchasing contact 

Department/person responsible for issuing this purchase order. 

PM Product management contact 

Department/person to contact for questions regarding this order. 

QC Quality coordinator contact 

Quality coordinator contact within an organization. 

SA Sales administration 

Name of the sales administration contact within a corporation. 

SD Shipping contact 

The shipping department contact within an organization. 

SR Sales representative or department 

The sales representative or department contact within an organization. 

TA Traffic administrator 

The traffic administrator contact within an organization. 

TD Test contact 

Department/person responsible for testing contact. 

TR Transport contact 

Department/person in charge of transportation. 

WH Warehouse 

The warehouse contact within an organization. 

  

 3155 Communication address code qualifier 

Code qualifying the communication address. 
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AL Cellular phone 

Identifies the cellular phone number. 

AO Uniform Resource Location (URL) 

Identification of the Uniform Resource Location (URL) 
Synonym: World wide web address. 

EDIFACT 

AQ X.400 address for mail text 

The X.400 address accepting information in the body text of a message. 

AR AS1 address 

Address capable of receiving messages in accordance with the EDIINT/AS1 
protocol for MIME based EDI . 

AS AS2 address 

Address capable of receiving messages in accordance with the EDIINT/AS2 
protocol. 

AT AS3 address 

Address capable of receiving messages in accordance with the EDIINT/AS3 
protocol. 

AU File Transfer Protocol 

Address capable for receiving message in accordance with the File Transfer 
Protocol (IETF RFC 959 et. al.). 

CA Cable address 

The communication number identifies a cable address. 

EI EDI 

Number identifying the service and service user. 

EM Electronic mail 

Exchange of mail by electronic means. 

GS1 Description: 
Creating/sending/receiving of unstructured free text messages or documents 
using computer network, a mini-computer or an attached modem and regular 
telephone line or other electronic transmission media. 

EXI Exite mail (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Requests that the file shall be returned via Exite. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. 

FX Fax 

Device used for transmitting and reproducing fixed graphic material (as 
printing) by means of signals over telephone lines or other electronic 
transmission media. 

IA Interchange address (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Code identifying an EDI interchange address. 

TE Telephone 

Voice/data transmission by telephone. 
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TL Telex 

Transmission of text/data via telex. 

XF X.400 

The X.400 address. 

GS1 Description: 
CCITT Message handling system. 

XG Pager 

Identifies that the communication number is for a pager. 

  

 4347 Product identifier code qualifier 

Code qualifying the product identifier. 

1 Additional identification 

Information which specifies and qualifies product identifications. 

2 Identification for potential substitution 

The item number describes the potential substitute product. 

GS1 Description: 
The given item number(s) describe(s) a substituting product if the original 
product is not available. 

4 Substituted for 

The given item number is the number of the original product substituted by 
another. 

5 Product identification 

The item number is for product identification. 

  

 4511 Requested information description code 

Code specifying the response information requested. 

1E Only PRICAT (GS1 Permanent Code) 

Requests that only PRICAT data be sent in response. 

2E Only PRODAT (GS1 Permanent Code) 

Requests that only PRODAT data be sent in response. 

3E Both PRICAT and PRODAT (GS1 Permanent Code) 

Requests that both PRICAT and PRODAT data be sent in response. 

  

 5125 Price code qualifier 

Code qualifying a price. 
 
Notes: 
1. The code set from data element 5387 may also be used as agreed among 
trading partners. 
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1E Calculation net - including taxes (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The price stated is the net price including all allowances and charges, and 
including taxes. Allowances and charges may be stated for information 
purposes only. 

AAA Calculation net 

The price stated is the net price including allowances/ charges. Allowances/ 
charges may be stated for information only. 

GS1 Description: 
The price stated is the net price including allowances/ charges and excluding 
taxes. Allowances/charges may be stated for information only. 

AAB Calculation gross 

The price stated is the gross price to which allowances/charges, if valid, must 
be applied. 

GS1 Description: 
The price stated is the gross price excluding all allowances, charges and taxes. 
Allowances and charges must be stated and used for net calculation purposes. 

AAE Information price, excluding allowances or charges, including taxes 

The price stated is for information purposes only and excludes all allowances 
and charges. Taxes however are included in the price. 

AAF Information price, excluding allowances or charges and taxes 

The price stated is for information purposes only and excludes all allowances, 
charges and taxes. 

AAH Subject to escalation and price adjustment 

Subject to increase or development by successive stages and price adjustment. 

AAQ Firm price 

Price which will remain unchanged for a given time period. 

ABL Base price 

The base price of a product or service. 

ABM Base price difference 

The difference in price against a base price. 

CAL Calculation price 

The price stated is the price for the calculation of the line item amount. 

INF Information 

The price is provided for information. 

  

 5375 Price type code 

Code specifying the type of price. 

AE Range dependent price 

A code identifying the price for a specific range of purchase quantities. 
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CA Catalogue 

Code specifying the catalogue price. 

GS1 Description: 
The price detailed is the price detailed in the currently referenced catalogue. 

CT Contract 

Code specifying the contract price. 

GS1 Description: 
The price detailed is the price detailed in the currently referenced contract. 

DI Distributor 

Code specifying the distributor price. 

  

 5379 Product group type code 

Code specifying the type of product group. 

2 No price group used 

Code specifying that the product is not subject to price group. 

3 Catalogue 

Code specifying that the product is indexed in a catalogue. 

4 Group of products with same price 

Code specifying that all the products of the group have the same price. 

9 No group used 

No grouping is being used. 

10 Price group 

Products grouped together on the basis of price. 

11 Product group 

A code indicating a product group. 

12 Promotional group 

Grouping of products for promotional reasons. 

GS1 Description: 
Grouping of products which have special price conditions during a defined 
period of time. 

14 Geographical target market division/subdivision code 

The target market is a geographical region based upon geographical 
boundaries sanctioned by the United Nations. 

10E Group of complementary products (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A group of products which when put together forms a finished item, e.g. a 
plate can be sold individually but can be put together with knives, forks, cups, 
etc, to form a dinner service. 

BAG Base article group (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A group of articles containing information related to one or more base articles 
in a Customer Specific Articles configuration. 
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BAX Base article execution rules group (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A grouping of a number of execution rules related to one or more base articles. 

BEX GTIN allocation group for special purposes (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A grouping in order to allocate a GTIN to certain a configuration for special 
purposes (e.g. configuration software) within a Customer Specific Articles 
configuration. 

DEF Definition Group (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A group of objects (1. option values, 2. parameters and 3. pre-defined options) 
needed in a Customer Specific Articles (CSA) configuration. In this group the 
CSA objects are defined for those objects which are used in the base article 
configuration group. 

MUL Metadata linked to multi-media objects group (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A group containing metadata linked to multi-media objects, i.e. a URL to a 
multi media object, name and description of the multimedia object 

PAX Price allocation group (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A grouping in order to allocate price(s) to certain configurations within a 
Customer Specific Articles configuration. 

PXC Price execution rule group (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A grouping of a number of execution rules related to a preceding price 
allocation in a Customer Specific Articles configuration. 

  

 5387 Price specification code 

Code identifying pricing specification. 

AAB Price includes tax 

Code specifying that the price is inclusive of tax. 

AAC Buyer suggested retail price 

The suggested retail price as suggested or determined by the party purchasing 
the goods. 

AAE Not subject to fluctuation 

Not subject to escalation or adjustment. 

AAF Subject to escalation 

Subject to increase or development by successive stages. 

AAG Subject to price adjustment 

Code specifying that the price is subject to adjustment. 

AAK New price 

A price valid from an effective date/time/period. 

AAL Old price 

A price valid prior to an effective date/time/period of a new price. 
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ABA Individual buyer price 

A price which is available to an individual buyer as opposed to an institutional 
buyer. 

ABB Group buying price 

A price which is available to a buying group. 

ABC Group member buying price 

A special price given to a member of a buying group. 

ABD Pre-payment price 

A special price if pre-payment is made for the article ordered. 

ABE Retail price - excluding taxes 

Retail price not including any applicable taxes. 

ABF Suggested retail price - excluding taxes 

Suggested retail price not including any applicable taxes. 

ABH Statutory minimum retail price 

The legal minimum retail price. 

EDIFACT 

ABM Base price difference 

The difference in price against a base price. 

GS1 Description: 
The difference in price between the price of a base article in a Customer 
Specific Article (CSA) and the price of a component part of the CSA 
configuration. 

ACA Agreed minimum retail price 

The agreed minimum retail price for an article. 

ACB Marked retail price 

The retail price of a product which has been marked on the products 
packaging. 

ALT Alternate price 

A substitute cost. 

AMP Agreed minimum retail price (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The agreed minimum retail price for an article. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value ACA instead. 

AP Advice price 

Code specifying an advice price. 

BAP Base article price (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The price of a base article in a Customer Specific Article. 

CP Current price 

Price at time of transaction, but subject to future change. 
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CU Consumer unit 

Code specifying that the price is based on consumer unit. 

DAP Dealer adjusted price 

The necessary or desirable changes that the sales agency makes with respect 
to the value of the product. 

DIS Distributor price 

The cost associated with the agency that markets goods. 

DPR Discount price 

A reduction from the usual list value. 

DR Dealer price 

Code specifying a dealer price. 

GS1 Description: 
Price associated with the dealer of the product. 

ES Estimated price 

Code specifying an estimated price. 

GS1 Description: 
An estimated price of the product which will later be confirmed. 

EUP Expected unit price 

The anticipated value of a single item. 

GRP Gross unit price 

Unit price to which allowances and charges apply. 

INV Invoice price 

Price per unit of quantity of a product as specified on an invoice. 

LBL Labelling price 

Retail price of the buyer that should be printed by the producer on the article's 
label. The labelling price is not necessary the effective retail price. 

LIU List price (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Regular list price (no promotions or special discounts applied). 

MAX Maximum order quantity price 

The greatest amount of goods or services which one can buy to receive a 
certain value. 

MIN Minimum order quantity price 

The least amount of goods or services that one can buy to receive a certain 
value. 

MRP Marked retail price (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The retail price of a product which has been marked on the products 
packaging. 
GS1 Note: Code marked for deletion. Use value ACB instead. 
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NE Not-to-exceed price 

Code specifying a price that cannot be increased. 

GS1 Description: 
A price which is not to be exceeded. 

NTP Net unit price 

Unit price to which no allowances and charges apply. 

PPD Prepaid freight charges 

The cost of shipping is paid before the goods are shipped. 

PPR Provisional price 

Price per unit of quantity of a product as provisionally agreed. 

PRP Promotional price 

The value that is placed on an item that is being developed. The idea is to sell 
this product for less than one normally would, and make up for it by selling a 
larger quantity. 

QTE Quote price 

Price per unit of quantity of a product as specified in a quote. 

RTP Retail price 

Price per unit of quantity of a product to be used for retail. 

SRP Suggested retail price 

Price per unit of quantity of a product suggested for retail. 

TU Traded unit 

Code specifying a traded unit price. 

  

 5389 Product group name code 

Code specifying the name of a product group. 

BAG Base article group (GS1 Permanent Code) 

A group of articles containing information related to one or more base articles 
in a Customer Specific Articles configuration. 

KS Kosher (GS1 Permanent Code) 

Products listed are kosher according to Jewish religious practice. 

  

 6155 Non-discrete measurement name code 

Code specifying the name of a non-discrete measurement. 

42 Uncontrolled temperature 

Uncontrolled temperature conditions. 

43 Chilled 

Kept at a low temperature without freezing. 

GS1 Description: 
Somewhere between four degrees Celsius and twelve degrees Celsius. 
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44 Frozen 

Kept at a temperature below the freezing point. 

GS1 Description: 
Less than zero degrees Celsius. 

45 Temperature controlled 

Required temperature value. 

  

 6167 Range type code qualifier 

Code qualifying a type of range. 

1 Allowance range 

Identifies the range for an allowance. 

2 Charge range 

Identifies the range for a charge. 

3 Monetary range 

Identifies the range related to money. 

4 Quantity range 

Identifies the range for quantity. 

5 Temperature range 

The range of a temperature. 

6 Order quantity range 

The minimum to maximum order quantity. 

15 Order quantity range, cumulative 

The minimum to maximum cumulative order quantity. 

  

 6311 Measurement purpose code qualifier 

Code qualifying the purpose of the measurement. 

AAA Line item measurement 

Line item measurement specified by the Food and Drug Administration. 

AAB Transport conditions for delivery to distribution centre 

Specified measurements refer to transport conditions for delivery to a 
distribution centre. 

AAC Retail container size 

Size of a retail container in terms of volume. 

AAE Measurement 

[6314] Value of the measured unit. 

AAF Customs line item measurement 

The measurement of a consignment or part for customs purpose. 
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AAG Percentage of alcohol (by volume) 

The measurement of the alcohol content. 

GS1 Description: 
The measurement of the percentage of alcohol by volume. 

AAH Dimensions total weight 

The total weight of an identified dimension. 

AAI Item weight 

Weight at line item level. 

AAU Package 

Commodity/product shipped or sold in discrete individual containers which may 
be accumulated in a larger package. 

ABA Unit of measure used for ordered quantities 

The unit of measure in which ordered quantities are expressed. 

ABB Transport conditions for delivery to market 

Specified measurements refer to transport conditions for delivery to the 
market. 

ABC Storage conditions to guarantee product freshness until best before date 

Specified measurements refer to storage conditions to guarantee the product 
freshness until best before date. 

ABL Internal dimension 

The inner measurement of the referenced item or package. 

EDIFACT 

ABO Comparison price measurement 

A measurement used for comparison pricing purposes. 

GS1 Description: 
A code to identify measurements for system or shelf edge labelling pricing 
comparison purposes, e.g. price of a 225 gram of caviar is 200 EUR, price per 
100 grams is 89 EUR. 

ABW Unit of measure used for invoiced quantities 

Unit of measure of invoiced quantity. 

ABX Usable or consumable content 

Measurement of usable or consumable contents. 

AMT Amount (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A code to provide monetary range information applicable to allowances or 
charges, e.g. 5% discount for orders between 5000 and 10000 EUR. 

CHW Chargeable weight 

The weight on which charges are based. 

CT Counts 

The measurement is counts. 
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DT Dimensional tolerance 

Possible range of values for a specified measurement dimension of a product, 
material or package. 

DV Discrete measurement value 

The measurement specified is separate and distinct from other measurements. 

EGW Estimated gross weight (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Estimated weight (mass) of goods, including packing. 

FCT Fat content (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A code to indicate the fat content of a product, e.g. cheese. 

LL Lift limitation 

A measurement indicating lift capacity limitations. 

LMT Loading metre 

The length in a vehicle, whereby the complete width and height over that 
length is needed for the goods. 

MV Measured value (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Specification of a value which was measured for test purposes. 

PD Physical dimensions (product ordered) 

Specified measurement dimensions refer to physical dimensions of a product, 
material or package. 

GS1 Description: 
The restriction 'product ordered' can be ignored. 

RL Receiving facility limitations 

Specified measurement dimensions are provided as a result of limitations or 
restrictions related to the physical dimensions of a product, material or 
package at the reception point. 

SH Shipping tolerance 

Tolerances related to shipping. 

SO Storage limitation 

A measurement indicating limitation in relation to storage. 

SV Specification value 

A measurable item characteristic specified by the buyer, seller or third party. 

TL Transportation equipment limitations 

A measurement indicating limitations in relation to transportation equipment. 

TR Test result 

Indicates that the data to follow is the test result measurements. 

UTV Unit total volume of pure alcohol (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The measurement of the unit total volume of pure alcohol. 

VO Observed value (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The reported test result which includes measurement variability. 
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VT True value (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The reported test result with the measurement variability removed. 

X4E Retail container dimension (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Single physical dimension of a retail container. 

X5E Colour (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The colour of an object. 

X6E Size (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Dimensions or magnitude of an object. 

Y2E Maximum dimensions using a functionality (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Maximum dimension of an article using a functionality (e.g. extendable 
sofabed) 

Y3E Minimum dimensions using a functionality (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Minimum dimension of an article using a functionality (e.g. folding chair) 

Y4E Mattress dimensions (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Dimension of a mattress, i.e. not the total dimension of the bed frame. 

Y5E Seat dimensions (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Seat dimension of a chair etc., not total dimension. 

  

 6313 Measured attribute code 

Code specifying the attribute measured. 

A Consolidated weight 

The measured consolidated weight. 

AAA Unit net weight 

GS1 Description: 
Weight (mass) of the goods without any packing. 

AAB Unit gross weight 

[6292] Weight (mass) of goods including packing but excluding the carrier's 
equipment. 

AAC Total net weight 

Total weight of goods excluding packaging. 

GS1 Description: 
"Total" in this code means the sum of the net weight of all items. 

AAD Total gross weight 

[6292] Weight (mass) of goods including packing but excluding the carrier's 
equipment. 

GS1 Description: 
"Total" in this code means the sum of the gross weight of all items. 
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AAJ Number of units per pallet 

The number of units contained on a pallet. 

GS1 Description: 
An indication of the number of units on a loaded pallet. The value associated 
with this code is calculated by multiplying the number of units per layer by the 
number of layers on a pallet. 

AAK Fat content 

An indication of the fat content of a product. 

AAL Net weight 

GS1 Description: 
Weight (mass) of goods excluding packaging. 
GS1 usage note: 
The field of implementation of this code is the area of transport and related 
activities such as the preparation of goods into consignments for shipping. 

AAO Humidity 

Self-explanatory. 

AAP Voltage 

Self-explanatory. 

AAQ Power consumption 

Value of energy consumption. 

AAR Heat dissipation 

Self-explanatory. 

AAU Operative temperature 

Temperature identified system or process works according to specifications. 

AAW Gross volume 

The observed volume unadjusted for factors such as temperature or gravity. 

GS1 Description: 
The usage of this code relates to the contents, e.g. gases or liquids that 
expand/contract under given circumstances. 

AAX Net volume 

The observed volume after adjustment for factors such as temperature or 
gravity. 

GS1 Description: 
The usage of this code relates to the contents, e.g. gases or liquids that 
expand/contract under given circumstances. 

AAY Water content 

Water content in product. 

ABF Item width when unrolled 

The width of an item when unrolled. 

ABG Item length when unrolled 

The length of an item when unrolled. 
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ABH Item area when unrolled 

The area occupied by an item when unrolled. 

ABI Original wort 

Measure of the malt and hops content of beer, before fermentation has taken 
place. 

ABJ Volume 

The amount of air space taken up by the entity identified in the 6311 qualifier. 

GS1 Description: 
The usage of this code relates to the cube of air that the package takes up. 

ABK Angle 

The angle of an object. 

EDIFACT 

ABL Peg hole horizontal distance from package leftmost edge 

Horizontal distance from the left most edge of the package to the center of the 
hole into which the peg is inserted. 

EDIFACT 

ABM Peg hole vertical distance from top 

Vertical distance from the top of the package to the top of the hole into which 
the peg is inserted. 

EDIFACT 

ABO Product strength, chemical 

The amount of the single active chemical ingredient within a product. 

EDIFACT 

ABP Product strength basis, chemical 

Amount of product used as the basis for the specification of the chemical 
product strenght. 

EDIFACT 

ABQ Percentage of alcohol (by volume) 

The percentage of alcohol contained in a liquid. 

ACG Chargeable weight 

The weight on which charges are based. 

ACN Estimated gross weight 

Estimated weight (mass) of goods, including packing and excluding carrier's. 

GS1 Description: 
Estimated gross weight (mass) of goods, including packing and excluding 
carrier's equipment. 

ACP Estimated volume 

Estimated size or measure of anything in three dimensions. 

GS1 Description: 
The usage of this code relates to the cube of air that the package takes up. 
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ACV Loading meters 

The length in a vehicle, whereby the complete width and height over that 
length is needed for the goods. 

ADJ Surface (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A measurement in relation a surface. 

ADX Transport container actual filling weight 

Actual filling weight of a transport container. 

ADY Transport container maximum capacity 

Maximum capacity of a transport container. 

ADZ Declared net weight 

The declared net weight of a product or products used for invoicing, customs or 
transport purposes. 

GS1 Description: 
The field of implementation of this code is the area of transport and/or 
customs. 

AEA Loading height 

Maximum height of products or packages loaded onto a given transportation 
device or equipment such as a pallet. 

AEB Stacking height 

Maximum height up to which the same product or package may be placed one 
upon the other for storage purposes. 

AEI Drained weight 

The weight of a product when all liquids used in the packaging of the product 
have been removed. 

AEL Area 

Extent or measure of a surface. 

AEV Acidity of juice 

Acid measurement of juice. 

GS1 Description: 
Acid number of juice of fruit measured with pH = 8.2. 

AEW Penetrometry 

Measurement of force required to drive a standard penetrating stamp. 

AEX Durofel 

Measurement of the elastic force using a standard penetrating stamp. 

GS1 Description: 
Measure of the elastic force of the pulp of a fruit. This is measured with a 
penetrating stamp and expressed as a percentage. 

AEY Juice weight per 100 grams 

Measurement of weight of juice, based on 100 grams of the entire weight. 

GS1 Description: 
Weight of juice, based on 100 grams of the entire fruit, expressed as a 
percentage. 
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AEZ Fruit skin colour 

Measurement of the colouring of the epidermis of a fruit. 

GS1 Description: 
Colouring of the epidermis of a fruit measured with comparators. It indicates 
the maturity of the fruit or its commercial quality. 

AFB Durofel D10 

Measure of the elastic force of the pulp of a fruit. It is measured with a 
penetrating stamp with diameter 10. 

GS1 Description: 
Measure of the elastic force of the pulp of a fruit. It is measured with a 
penetrating stamp with diameter 10. This measure is expressed as a 
percentage. 

AFC Durofel D25 

Measure of the elastic force of the pulp of a fruit. It is measured with a 
penetrating stamp with diameter 25. 

GS1 Description: 
Measure of the elastic force of the pulp of a fruit. It is measured with a 
penetrating stamp with diameter 25. This measure is expressed as a 
percentage. 

AFD Durofel D50 

Measure of the elastic force of the pulp of a fruit. It is measured with a 
penetrating stamp with diameter 50. 

GS1 Description: 
Measure of the elastic force of the pulp of a fruit. It is measured with a 
penetrating stamp with diameter 50. This measure is expressed as a 
percentage. 

AFE Maximum stacking weight 

The maximum weight which may be stacked upon a product or package 
without the product or packaging being crushed. 

AFF Gross measure cube 

The total cubic space occupied by an item, taking into account any protruding 
components, arrived at by multiplying the maximum length, width and height. 

AFG Percentage fat content in dry matter 

The percentage of fat content in dry matter. 

AFH Saccharometric content 

Measurement of the sugar content of a solution. 

EDIFACT 

AFI Hydrate content of an alcoholic product after bottling 

The hydrate content which occurs in an alcoholic product after bottling. 

AFJ Anhydrous content 

The non-water content. 

GS1 Description: 
Anydrous content of an alcoholic product. 
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AFT Colour depth 

The number of distinct colours represented, e.g. in an image or in a display. 

AFU Colour depth, maximum 

The maximum number of distinct colours that can be represented, e.g. in an 
image or in a display. 

AFV Image resolution 

The level of detail of an image. 

AFW Device resolution, maximum 

The maximum level of detail produced by a device. 

AFX Acoustic absorption coefficient 

The portion of sound energy a surface absorbs, measured at different 
frequencies. 

BNU Peg hole number 

Used to identify the peg hole if more than one hole is present in the product or 
packaging. 

BNV Number of inner packs 

Indicates the number of non coded physical groupings (inner packs) of next 
lower level trade items within the current trade item level. 

BNW Number of next level trade items within inner pack 

The number of next lower level trade items contained within the physical non- 
coded grouping (inner pack). 

BNX Number of trade items per pallet layer 

The number of trade items contained on a single layer of a pallet. 

BNY Packed items layer Height 

The height of a single layer of packed items. 

BNZ Packing material weight, skin tight covering 

The weight measurement of the packing material used for skin tight covering 
(e.g. when packaging prepared meats, poultry, cheese, and other food 
products). 

BRB Components labelled for recycling percentage 

Percentage of trade item components that clearly label how to facilitate 
product disassembly and recycling. 

BRC Renewable plastic components percentage, by net weight 

The percentage of the plastic components only made from rapidly renewable 
plant-based material by net weight of product. 

BRD Clamp pressure, required 

The pressure that should be applied by a clamp. 

BUP Number of base units per pallet (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The number of base units contained in a pallet. 
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CF1 Colony forming Unit (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Micro-organism colonies that are to be counted under determined conditions. 

CT Contents of package 

In combination with the other data elements of the actual segment this code 
indicates the measured content of a package. 

DBX Degree BRIX (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The rate of sugar. 

DI Diameter 

Diameter of an article. 

DLL Diluted liquid (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The volume of liquid which results after a dilution agent has been added, e.g. 
undiluted orange juice of 200ml, after dilution with water the volume of diluted 
liquid equals 1 litre. 

DN Density 

The measured density. 

DP Depth 

The measured depth. 

ENE Energy efficiency (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A measurement of the energy efficiency of an article. 

G Gross weight 

[6292] Weight (mass) of goods including packing but excluding the carrier's 
equipment. 

GS1 Description: 
The field of implementation of this code is the area of transport and related 
activities such as the preparation of goods into consignments for shipping. 

HT Height dimension 

Numeric value of height. 

HYE Hydrate content (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Hydrate content of an alcoholic product. 

ID Inside diameter 

The measured inside diameter. 

GS1 Description: 
A measurement of the inside diameter of a roll, tube, pipe, or circle. 

LAY Number of layers (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Number of layers of a product or products within a package, container, pallet, 
etc. 

GS1 Description: 
Number of layers of a product or products within a package, container, pallet, 
etc. 

LN Length dimension 

(6168) Length of pieces or packages stated for transport purposes. 
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MDM Maximum demand (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The highest demand recorded during the period of recording of usage of the 
supply. 

NPL Number of layers per pallet (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The number of layers per pallet. 

NPP Number of pallet places (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The number of pallet places needed to store or transport pallets (can be 
stacked). 

OD Outside diameter 

The measured outside diameter. 

GS1 Description: 
A measurement of the outside diameter of a roll, tube, pipe, or circle. 

PMC Package net measurement cube (GS1 Temporary Code) 

An indication of the net cubed measurement of a package. 

PWF Power factor (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The ration of the power dissipated (active power in kW) to the total power 
(which is the product of the input volts times amps given in kVa). When 
equipment which uses reactive power is being operated the power factor will 
be less than one. 

RA Relative humidity 

The measured relative humidity. 

RJ Rockwell C 

Hardness in the Rockwell C scale. 

SF Stacking factor excluding bottom item (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Maximum number of items stackable upon each other, excluding the bottom 
item. 

SPG Specific gravity (GS1 Temporary Code) 

SSZ Step size (GS1 Temporary Code) 

An indication of measurements in which options contained within a Customer 
Specific Article are available, e.g. 10 metre planks of wood may be sold in step 
sizes of 2 metres. 

T Tare weight 

Weight excluding goods and loose accessories. 

TC Temperature 

A measurement in relation to temperature. 

TH Thickness 

The measured thickness. 

TN Time period 

Measurement of a specific length of time. 
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UCO Units per package (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The number of identified units per package. 

ULY Number of units per layer (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Number of units of a product or package within one layer of a package, 
container, pallet, etc. 

WD Width dimension 

Numeric value of width. 

WRM Weight per running metre (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A code used to indicate the weight per running metre of floor coverings over 
floor area. 

WSM Weight per square metre (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A code used to indicate the weight per square metre of floor coverings over 
floor area. 

X01 Acidity of meat (1 hour after slaughtering) 

The meat's acid quality or condition expressed as a pH value measured 1 hour 
after slaughtering. 

X02 Acidity of meat (12 hours after slaughtering) 

The meat's acid quality or condition expressed as a pH value measured 12 
hours after slaughtering. 

X03 Acidity of meat (24 hours after slaughtering) 

The meat's acid quality or condition expressed as a pH value measured 24 
hours after slaughtering. 

X04 Acidity of meat (36 hour(s) after slaughtering) 

The meat's acid quality or condition expressed as a pH value measured 36 
hours after slaughtering. 

X05 Acidity of meat (48 hour(s) after slaughtering) 

The meat's acid quality or condition expressed as a pH value measured 48 
hours after slaughtering. 

X13 Acidity of meat (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The meat's acid quality or condition expressed as a pH value. 

X16 Slaughtering weight (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Warm weight after slaughter 

X17 Stacking factor including bottom item (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Maximum number of items stackable upon each other, including the bottom 
item. 

X1E Number of units in the width of a layer (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Number of units of a product or package which make up the width of a layer in 
a package, container, pallet, etc. 
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X2E Number of units in the depth of a layer (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Number of units of a product or package which make up the depth of a layer in 
a package, container, pallet, etc. 

X6E Nestable percentage (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Extent expressed as a percentage to which an item can be nested within an 
identical item. 

X7E Gross weight including carrier's equipment (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Weight (mass) of goods including packaging and the carrier's equipment. In 
this context 'carrier's equipment' means any material resources necessary to 
facilitate the transport and handling of the goods without having the ability to 
move by its own propulsion, e.g. pallet, container, etc. 
GS1 usage Note 
The field of implementation of this code is the area of transport and related 
activities such as the preparation of goods into consignments for shipping. 

ZWA Waste content 

The measured waste content. 

  

 6321 Measurement significance code 

Code specifying the significance of a measurement. 

3 Approximately 

The measurement is approximately equal to that specified. 

4 Equal to 

The measurement is equal to that specified. 

5 Greater than or equal to 

The measurement is greater than or equal to that specified. 

6 Greater than 

The measurement is greater than that specified. 

7 Less than 

The measurement is less than that specified. 

8 Less than or equal to 

The measurement is less than or equal to that specified. 

12 True value 

The measurement reported is a true value. 

  

 6343 Currency type code qualifier 

Code qualifying the type of currency. 

8 Price list currency 

The name or symbol of the monetary unit used in a price list. 
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 6347 Currency usage code qualifier 

Code qualifying the usage of a currency. 

1 Charge payment currency 

The currency in which charges are to be paid. 

2 Reference currency 

The currency applicable to amounts stated. It may have to be converted. 

3 Target currency 

The currency which should be used to the target destination of the transaction. 

  

 6411 Measurement unit code 

Code specifying the unit of measurement. 
 
Notes: 
| 1. Recommend use UN/ECE Recommendation 20, Common code. 

001 Barrel (205 litres, 45 gallons) (GS1 Temporary Code) 

23 gram per cubic centimetre 

GS1 Description: 
g/cm3 as a unit of measure for the density of gas. This is necessary for 
dangerous substance articles for determination of the quantities that can be 
stored together on the shelf. 

25 gram per square centimetre 

GS1 Description: 
A measure of weight in terms of gram per square centimetre. 

28 kilogram per square metre 

GS1 Description: 
Unit of measure expressed in kilogram per square metre. 

37 ounce per square foot 

59 part per million 

64 Pound per square inch, gauge 

A unit of measure expressed in pound per square inch 

2N decibel 

2X metre per minute 

GS1 Description: 
A measure of speed in terms of metres per minute. 

4K milliampere 

4L megabyte 

GS1 Description: 
A unit of computer memory equal to 1.048.576 (i.e. 2 power 20) bytes. 

4O microfarad 

GS1 Description: 
One millionth of a farad. A farad is the capacitance of a capacitor between the 
plates of which a potential of 1 volt is created by a charge of 1 Coulomb. 
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4P newton per metre 

A25 cheval vapeur 

A86 gigahertz 

GS1 Description: 
Hertz multiplied by 10*9. 

A99 Bit 

A unit of information equal to one binary digit. 

ACR acre 

GS1 Description: 
Acre (4840 yd2) 

AD byte 

GS1 Description: 
A unit of information stored in a computer, equal to eight bits. 

AMH ampere hour 

GS1 Description: 
Ampere-hour (3,6kC) 

AMP ampere 

ANN year 

GS1 Description: 
The expression of a year as a measure unit. 

APZ Troy ounce or apothecary ounce 

EDIFACT 

ASM alcoholic strength by mass 

GS1 Description: 
Alcoholic strength expressed by mass. 

ASU alcoholic strength by volume 

GS1 Description: 
Alcoholic strength expressed by volume. 

AV capsule 

GS1 Description: 
Encaspuled dosage form for pharmaceuticals. 

B13 Joule per square metre 

A unit of measure of heat energy expressed in joule per square metre. 

B17 Credit 

A unit of count defining the number of entries made to the credit side of an 
account. 

BAR bar 

GS1 Description: 
A unit of measure equal to 106 dines per square centimeter. 

BTU British thermal unit 

GS1 Description: 
British thermal unit (1,055 kilojoules) 
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C0 call 

GS1 Description: 
Unit of measure for telephone calls. Code value is C0 (C Zero). 

C60 ohm centimetre 

GS1 Description: 
Unit of measure expressed in Ohm centimetre. 

C79 Kilovolt Ampere Hour 

A unit of accumulated energy of 1000 volt amperes over a period of one hour. 

EDIFACT 

CDL candela 

GS1 Description: 
Unit of measure of light intensity. 

CEL degree celsius 

CF2 Colony forming unit per gram (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Colony forming units per gram is a unit of measure for micro-organisms, such 
as bacteria, in a food item. Micro-organisms form colonies that are be counted 
under determined conditions 

CLT centilitre 

GS1 Description: 
A unit of volume equal to one hundreth of a liter. 

CMK square centimetre 

CMQ cubic centimetre 

GS1 Description: 
A system of units for the measurement of volume based on the cubic 
centimetre. 

CMT centimetre 

D19 Square metre kelvin per watt 

Unit of measure of thermal insulance expressed in square metre kelvin per 
watt. 

D21 square metre per kilogram 

GS1 Description: 
Unit of measure expressed in square metre per kilogram. 

D32 Terawatt hour 

A unit of measure expressed in terawatt hour 

D5 Kilogram per square centimetre 

A unit of measure expressed in kilogram per square centimetre 

D55 Watt per square metre kelvin 

Unit of measure of thermal conductance expressed in watt per square metre 
kelvin. 

D68 Number of Words 

A unit of count defining the number of words. 

EDIFACT 
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DAY day 

GS1 Description: 
The expression of a day as a measure unit. 

DD degree 

GS1 Description: 
Unit of measure of temperature. 

DMQ cubic decimetre 

GS1 Description: 
Unit of measure expressed in cubic decimetre. 

DMT decimetre 

DRG Dragée (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Number of dragées (coated tablets) contained in the item's package as a 
measurement unit. 

DZN dozen 

GS1 Description: 
A unit of measure of 12 or group of 12. 

E09 Milliampere hour 

A unit of power load delivered at the rate of one thousandth of an ampere over 
a period of one hour. 

EDIFACT 

E10 Degree day 

A unit of measure used in meteorology and engineering to measure the 
demand for heating or cooling over a given period of days. 

EDIFACT 

E11 Gigacalorie 

A unit of heat energy equal to one thousand million calories. 

EDIFACT 

E27 Dose 

A unit of count defining the number of doses (dose: a definite quantity of a 
medicine or drug). 

EDIFACT 

E31 Square metre per litre 

A unit of count defining the number of square metres per litre. 

EDIFACT 

E32 Litre per hour 

A unit of count defining the number of litres per hour. 

EDIFACT 

E34 Gigabyte 

A unit of information equal to 10 E9 bytes. 

E37 Pixel 

A unit of count defining the number of pixels (pixel: picture element). 
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E38 Megapixel 

A unit of count equal to 10 E6 (1000000) pixels (picture elements). 

E39 Dots per inch 

A unit of information defining the number of dots per linear inch as a measure 
of the resolution or sharpness of an image. 

GS1 Description: 
synonym: pixels per inch. 

EA each 

EV envelope 

GS1 Description: 
A unit of measure pertaining to the number of envelopes. 

FAH degree Fahrenheit 

FOT foot 

GS1 Description: 
Foot (0,3048 m) 

FP Pound per square foot 

A unit of measure expressed in pound per square foot 

FTK Square foot 

A unit of measure expressed in square foot 

FTQ cubic foot 

GL gram per litre 

GLI gallon (UK) 

GS1 Description: 
Gallon (4,546092 dm3) 

GM gram per square metre 

GS1 Description: 
Unit of measure of grams per square metre. 

GRM gram 

GRO gross 

GS1 Description: 
A unit of measure of 12 dozens. 

GV gigajoule 

GWH gigawatt hour 

GS1 Description: 
Gigawatt-hour (1 million kW/h) 

H87 Piece 

A unit of count defining the number of pieces (piece: a single item, article or 
exemplar). 

EDIFACT 

HLT hectolitre 
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HMT hectometre 

A unit of linear measure equal to 10 E2 metres. 

HTZ hertz 

GS1 Description: 
One cycle per second. 

HUR hour 

INH inch 

GS1 Description: 
Inch (25,4 mm) 

INK Square inch 

A unit of measure expressed in square inch 

JM Megajoule per cubic metre 

EDIFACT 

JOU joule 

K51 Kilocalorie (mean) 

EDIFACT 

KB kilocharacter 

KBA kilobar 

KEL kelvin 

KGM kilogram 

KHZ kilohertz 

KJO kilojoule 

KL kilogram per metre 

GS1 Description: 
A measure of weight in terms of kilogram per metre. 

KMH kilometre per hour 

GS1 Description: 
A unit of measure expressed in kilometre per hour. 

KMQ kilogram per cubic metre 

GS1 Description: 
A measure of weight in terms of kilogram per cubic metre. 

KPA kilopascal 

GS1 Description: 
Unit of measure expressed in kilopascal. 

KTM kilometre 

KVA kilovolt - ampere 

GS1 Description: 
A unit of electric power. 

KVT kilovolt 

KWH kilowatt hour 
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KWT kilowatt 

L2 litre per minute 

GS1 Description: 
Unit of measure expressed in litre per minute. 

LBR Pound 

EDIFACT 

LD Litre per day 

A unit of measure defining the number of litres per day. 

LNE Printed line count (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The indication of the count of printed lines included on a paper communication 
(e.g. telegram) for invoicing purposes. 

LTR litre 

GS1 Description: 
Litre (1 dm3) 

LUX lux 

GS1 Description: 
Unit of measure of illumination (it corresponds to the illumination of a surface 
which normally and uniformly receives a light flow of 1 lumen per square 
meter). 

M4 Monetary value 

A unit of measure expressed as a monetary amount. 

EDIFACT 

MAL mega litre 

MAW megawatt 

MC microgram 

One millionth of a gram. 

MCU millicurie 

GS1 Description: 
Unit of measure for radioactivity. 

MGM milligram 

MHZ megahertz 

MIN minute 

MLT millilitre 

MMK square millimetre 

GS1 Description: 
A unit to measure a surface equal to one millionth of a quadrate. 

MMQ cubic millimetre 

GS1 Description: 
A unit of measure expressed in cubic milimetres. 

MMT millimetre 
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MON month 

GS1 Description: 
The expression of a month as a measure unit. 

MPA megapascal 

GS1 Description: 
A unit of measure expressed in Megapascal. 

MQH Cubic metre per hour 

A unit of measure defining the number of cubic metres per hour. 

MTK square metre 

MTQ cubic metre 

MTR metre 

MTS Metre per second 

A unit of speed expressed in metres per second. 

MWH megawatt hour (1000 kW.h) 

NAR number of articles 

NEW newton 

GS1 Description: 
The SI unit of force, equal to the force that would give a mass of one kilogram 
an acceleration of one metre per second. 

NIU number of international units 

A unit of count defining the number of international units. 

NRL number of rolls 

ONZ ounce 

GS1 Description: 
Ounce GB, US (28,349523 g) 

OZA fluid ounce (US) 

GS1 Description: 
Fluid ounce US (29,5735 cm3) 

OZI fluid ounce (UK) 

GS1 Description: 
Fluid ounce UK (28,413 cm3) 

P1 percent 

GS1 Description: 
This code is used to indicate measurements in terms of percentages, e.g. the 
relative humidity (code RA in data element 6313) is 52%. 

PA packet 

PAL pascal 

GS1 Description: 
The SI unit of pressure, equal to one Newton per square metre. 

PCE Piece (GS1 Temporary Code) 
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PF pallet (lift) 

GS1 Description: 
A number of articles expressed in terms of pallets. 

PR pair 

GS1 Description: 
Two articles which belong together but are not necessarily identical. 

PTI pint (UK) 

GS1 Description: 
Pint UK (0,568262 dm3) 

PTN Portion (GS1 Temporary Code) 

The identification of the number of portions (doses in medical terms) into 
which a complete product may be broken into for serving purposes, e.g. a pie 
with 6 portions, a liquid medicine with 20 doses. 

QAN quarter (of a year) 

QTI quart (UK) 

GS1 Description: 
Quart UK (1,1136523 dm3) 

RJH Decanewton (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A unit of force equal to 10 Newton. 

RPM revolutions per minute 

RTO Ratio (GS1 Temporary Code) 

SEC second 

SMI Mile (statute mile) 

A unit of measure expressed in mile 

ST sheet 

TNE tonne (metric ton) 

GS1 Description: 
Metric ton (1000kg) 

U2 tablet 

A unit of count defining the number of tablets (tablet: a small flat or 
compressed solid object). 

GS1 Description: 
Dosage form for pharmaceuticals, pressed or compacted from a powder into a 
solid dose. 

UI Unit of activity, predefined (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A measure pertaining to a predefined activity. 

VI vial 

GS1 Description: 
Small glass container. E.g. for a liquid medicine or perfume. 

VLT volt 

WHR watt hour 
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WTT watt 

YDK Square yard 

A unit of measure expressed in square yard 

YRD yard 

GS1 Description: 
Yard (0,9144 m) 

ZP page 

GS1 Description: 
The indication of a page as a measurement unit for invoicing purposes, e.g. fax 
pages. 

  

 7037 Characteristic description code 

A code specifying a characteristic. 

COMPLIANT Class Compliance Code (GS1 Permanent Code) 

A code that indicates that a trade item is in compliance with specific applicable 
government regulations. 

MATERIAL Material Information (GS1 Permanent Code) 

This element is used to specify the quality of material (fabric) of a trade item. 

ORGANIC Organic Trade Item Code (GS1 Permanent Code) 

Used to indicate the organic status of a trade item or of one or more of its 
components. 

PACKMAT Packaging Material (GS1 Permanent Code) 

Used to indicate packaging material in segment CAV. 

RECYCLE Recycle (GS1 Permanent Code) 

The recycling scheme a package is under if marked as recyclable. 

UOM Ordering and Selling Unit of Measure (GS1 Permanent Code) 

Used to indicate ordering and selling Unit of Measure in segment CAV. 

X1 TCO-95 (GS1 Permanent Code) 

The item is TCO-95 compliant i.e. meets the mandatory and recommended 
requirements for certification as contained in the Swedish Confederation of 
Professional Employees(TCO) environmental labelling scheme published in 
1995. 

X10 Energy star (GS1 Permanent Code) 

The household appliance is in the top of its class for energy efficiency. Products 
that meet the US Environmental Protection Agency and the US Department of 
Energy efficiency criteria qualify as Energy Star. 

X2 TCO-98 (GS1 Permanent Code) 

The item is TCO-98 compliant i.e. meets the mandatory and recommended 
requirements for certification as contained in the Swedish Confederation of 
Professional Employees(TCO) environmental labelling scheme published in 
1998. 
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X3 Energy efficiency class 'A' (GS1 Permanent Code) 

The household appliance is classified in energy efficiency class 'A'. The energy 
efficiency class is an indication of the energy consumption, expressed on a 
scale of A (more efficient) to G (less efficient). Ref. European Communities - 
Commission Directive 98/11/EC of 27 January 1998. 

X4 Energy efficiency class 'B' (GS1 Permanent Code) 

The household appliance is classified in energy efficiency class 'B'. The energy 
efficiency class is an indication of the energy consumption, expressed on a 
scale of A (more efficient) to G (less efficient). Ref. European Communities - 
Commission Directive 98/11/EC of 27 January 1998. 

X5 Energy efficiency class 'C' (GS1 Permanent Code) 

The household appliance is classified in energy efficiency class 'C'. The energy 
efficiency class is an indication of the energy consumption, expressed on a 
scale of A (more efficient) to G (less efficient). Ref. European Communities - 
Commission Directive 98/11/EC of 27 January 1998. 

X6 Energy efficiency class 'D' (GS1 Permanent Code) 

The household appliance is classified in energy efficiency class 'D'. The energy 
efficiency class is an indication of the energy consumption, expressed on a 
scale of A (more efficient) to G (less efficient). Ref. European Communities - 
Commission Directive 98/11/EC of 27 January 1998. 

X7 Energy efficiency class 'E' (GS1 Permanent Code) 

The household appliance is classified in energy efficiency class 'E'. The energy 
efficiency class is an indication of the energy consumption, expressed on a 
scale of A (more efficient) to G (less efficient). Ref. European Communities - 
Commission Directive 98/11/EC of 27 January 1998. 

X8 Energy efficiency class 'F' (GS1 Permanent Code) 

The household appliance is classified in energy efficiency class 'F'. The energy 
efficiency class is an indication of the energy consumption, expressed on a 
scale of A (more efficient) to G (less efficient). Ref. European Communities - 
Commission Directive 98/11/EC of 27 January 1998. 

X9 Energy efficiency class 'G' (GS1 Permanent Code) 

The household appliance is classified in energy efficiency class 'G'. The energy 
efficiency class is an indication of the energy consumption, expressed on a 
scale of A (more efficient) to G (less efficient). Ref. European Communities - 
Commission Directive 98/11/EC of 27 January 1998. 

ZZZ Mutually defined (GS1 Permanent Code) 

A code assigned within a code list to be used on an interim basis and as 
defined among trading partners until a precise code can be assigned to the 
code list. 

  

 7059 Class type code 

Code specifying the type of class. 
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5 Ecological labelling 

Characteristic of ecological labelling. 

GS1 Description: 
A code identifying the characteristics of ECO labelling. 

6 Party characteristic 

Characteristic of a party. 

GS1 Description: 
Party property class. 

8 Meter 

A class of characteristics describing a meter. 

11 Product 

A class of characteristics describing a product. 

CCH Consumption characteristic (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A code identifying the characteristics of consumption. 

TES Test characteristic (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A code identifying the characteristics of a test. 

  

 7110 Characteristic value description 

Free form description of the value of a characteristic. 

RIGHTRET5 FULL (GS1 Permanent Code) 

The return goods policy is Full. 

RIGHTRET6 PARTIAL (GS1 Permanent Code) 

The return goods policy is Partial. 

  

 7111 Characteristic value description code 

Code specifying the value of a characteristic. 

1 Chest/bust width 

The measurement around the widest part of the chest/bust. 

EDIFACT 

2 Hip width 

The measurement around the fullest part of the hips. 

EDIFACT 

3 Outside leg length 

The measurement of the outside leg seam. This is the distance from the waist 
to the bottom of the trousers. 

EDIFACT 

  

 7143 Item type identification code 

Coded identification of an item type. 
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AA Product version number 

Number assigned by manufacturer or seller to identify the release of a product. 

AC HIBC (Health Industry Bar Code) 

Article identifier used within health sector to indicate data used conforms to 
HIBC. 

AQ Coupon number 

GS1 Description: 
A number identifying a coupon which is attached to the identified product. 

AT Price look up number 

Identification number on a product allowing a quick electronic retrieval of price 
information for that product. 

ATC Therapeutic classification number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A code to specify a product's therapeutic classification. 

BAN Base article node number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A number which identifies a node within a base article configuration. 

BB Lot number 

A number indicating the lot number of a product. 

BP Buyer's part number 

Reference number assigned by the buyer to identify an article. 

GS1 Description: 
Reference number assigned by the buyer to identify an article. 
GS1 usage note: 
As the code values 'BP' and 'IN' are defined in the same way, it is recommeded 
that the code value 'IN' be used to specify any article numbers assigned by the 
buyer. 

BRI Brick Code (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Global GS1 classification category code. Unique, permanent 10-digit key. 

BU Dye lot number 

Number identifying a dye lot. 

BZ Original equipment number 

Original equipment number allocated to spare parts by the manufacturer. 

CG Commodity grouping 

Code for a group of articles with common characteristics (e.g. used for 
statistical purposes). 

DW Drawing 

Reference number identifying a drawing of an article. 

EWC European Waste Catalogue (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Waste type number according to the European Waste Catalogue (EWC). 

FS Fish species 

Identification of fish species. 
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GAT GPC Brick attribute type (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Unique 8 digit code which identifies the Global GS1 classification. 

GAV GPC brick attribute value (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Unique 8 digit code which identifies the Global GS1 classification attribute 
value 

GB Buyer's internal product group code 

Product group code used within a buyer's internal systems. 

GD Industry sector article group number/product classification code (GS1 
Temporary Code) 

Sectoral product group or classification identification code. Administered by a 
sector specific agency. 

GLN Global Location Number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Unique location number assigned by a Member Organisation of GS1. 

GN National product group code 

National product group code. Administered by a national agency. 

GU Supplier's internal article group number/product classification code (GS1 
Temporary Code) 

Product group or classification identification code within a supplier's internal 
system. 

HS Harmonised system 

The item number is part of, or is generated in the context of the Harmonised 
Commodity Description and Coding System (Harmonised System), as 
developed and maintained by the World Customs Organization (WCO). 

IB ISBN (International Standard Book Number) 

Self explanatory. 

IN Buyer's item number 

The item number has been allocated by the buyer. 

IS ISSN (International Standard Serial Number) 

Self explanatory. 

IT Buyer's style number 

Number given by the buyer to a specific style or form of an article, especially 
used for garments. 

LI Line item number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Number identifying a specific line within a document/message. 

MF Manufacturer's (producer's) article number 

The number given to an article by its manufacturer. 

MN Model number 

Reference number assigned by the manufacturer to differentiate variations in 
similar products in a class or group. 
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NB Batch number 

The item number is a batch number. 

GS1 Description: 
Number supplementing the identification code of a product used to identify the 
specific production place and/or time of a product. 

PGC Price grouping code (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Number assigned to identify a grouping of products based on price. 

PV Promotional variant number 

The item number is a promotional variant number. 

GS1 Description: 
Number supplementing the identification code of a product and identifying that 
product as a variant of the standard product. To be used when the variation is 
not sufficiently significant to justify a change fo the main identification code of 
the product. 

RVM Restricted circulation variable measure number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

A number assigned to identify a restricted circulation variable measure item. 

SA Supplier's article number 

Number assigned to an article by the supplier of that article. 

SN Serial number 

Identification number of an item which distinguishes this specific item out of a 
number of identical items. 

SPP Standard product also used in promotions (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Article number of a standard product which may temporarily also be used for 
promotional purposes, e.g. the physical product or price of the product does 
not change but a christmas tree is marked on the packaging to decorate the 
product for christmas. 

SRS RSK number 

Plumbing and heating. 

SRT IFLS (Institut Francais du Libre Service) 5 digit product classification code 

5 digit code for product classification managed by the Institut Francais du Libre 
Service. 

SRU IFLS (Institut Francais du Libre Service) 9 digit product classification code 

9 digit code for product classification managed by the Institut Francais du Libre 
Service. 

SRV GS1 Global Trade Item Number 

A unique number, up to 14-digits, assigned according to the numbering 
structure of the GS1 system. 'GS1' stands for the 'Global Standards One'. 

SRX Slaughter number 

Unique number given by a slaughterhouse to an animal or a group of animals 
of the same breed. 

EDIFACT 
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SSS Distributor’s article identifier 

Identifier assigned to an article by the distributor of that article. 

SST Norwegian Classification system ENVA 

Product classification system used in the Norwegian market. 

EDIFACT 

SSU Supplier assigned 

Product classification assigned by the supplier. 

EDIFACT 

SSV Mexican classification system AMECE 

Product classification system used in the Mexican market. 

EDIFACT 

SSW German classification system CCG 

Product classification system used in the German market. 

EDIFACT 

SSX Finnish classification system EANFIN 

Product classification system used in the Finnish market. 

EDIFACT 

SSY Canadian classification system ICC 

Product classification system used in the Canadian market. 

EDIFACT 

SSZ Dutch classification system CBL 

Product classification system used in the Dutch market. 

EDIFACT 

ST Style number 

Number given to a specific style or form of an article, especially used for 
garments. 

STA Dutch classification system CBL 

Product classification system used in the Dutch market. 

STB Japanese classification system JICFS 

Product Classification system used in the Japanese market. 

STC European Union dairy subsidy eligibility classification 

Category of product eligible for EU subsidy (applies for certain dairy products 
with specific level of fat content). 

STD GS1 Spain Classification 

Product classification system used in the Spanish Market. 

STE GS1 Poland classification system 

Product classification system used in the Polish market. 
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STF Federal Agency on Technical Regulating and Metrology of the Russian 
Federation 

A Russian government agency that serves as a national standardization body 
of the Russian Federation. 

STG Efficient Consumer Response (ECR) Austria classification system 

Product classification system used in the Austrian market. 

STH GS1 Italy classification system 

Product classification system used in the Italian market 

STI CPV (Common Procurement Vocabulary) 

Official classification system for public procurement in the European Union. 

STJ IFDA (International Foodservice Distributors Association) 

International Foodservice Distributors Association (IFDA). 

STK AHFS (American Hospital Formulary Service) pharmacologic therapeutic 
classification. 

Pharmacologic therapeutic classification maintained by the American Hospital 
Formulary Service (AHFS). 

STL ATC (Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical) classification system 

Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical classification system maintained by the 
World Health Organisation (WHO). 

STM CLADIMED (Classification des Dispositifs Médicaux) 

A five level classification system for medical devices maintained by the 
CLADIMED organisation used in the French market. 

STN CMDR (Canadian Medical Device Regulations) classification system 

Classification system related to the Canadian Medical Device Regulations 
maintained by Health Canada. 

STO CNDM (Classificazione Nazionale dei Dispositivi Medici) 

A classification system for medical devices used in the Italian market. 

STP UK DM&D (Dictionary of Medicines & Devices) standard coding scheme 

A classification system for medicines and devices use in the UK market. 

STQ eCl 
ss 

Standardized material and service classification and dictionary maintained by 
eClass e.V. 

STR EDMA (European Diagnostic Manufacturers Association)Products Classification 

Classification for in vitro diagnostics medical devices maintained by the 
European Diagnostic Manufacturers Association. 

STS EGAR (European Generic Article Register) 

A classification system for medical devices. 
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STT GMDN (Global Medical Devices Nomenclature) 

Nomenclature system for identification of medical devices officially approved 
by the European Union. 

STU GPI (Generic Product Identifier) 

A drug classification system managed by Medi-Span. 

STV HCPCS (Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System) 

A classification system used with US healthcar insurance programs. 

STW ICPS (International Classification for Patient Safety) 

A patient safety taxonomy maintained by the World Health Organisation. 

STX MedDRA (Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities) 

A medical dictionary maintained by the International Federation of 
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers and Associations (IFPMA). 

STY Medical Columbus 

Medical product classification system used in the German market. 

STZ NAPCS (North American Product Classification System) 

Product classification system used in the North American market. 

SUA NHS (National Health Services) eClass 

Product and Service classification system used in United Kingdom market. 

SUB US FDA (Food and Drug Administration) Product Code Classification Database 
US FDA 

Product Code Classification Database contains medical device names and 
associated information developed by the Center for Devices and Radiological 
Health (CDRH). 

SUC SNOMED CT (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical Terms) 

A medical nomenclature system developed between the NHS and the College 
of American Pathologists. 

SUD UMDNS (Universal Medical Device Nomenclature System) 

A standard international nomenclature and computer coding system for 
medical devices maintained by the Emergency Care Research Institute (ECRI). 

SUE GS1 Global Returnable Asset Identifier, non-serialised 

A unique, 13-digit number assigned according to the numbering structure of 
the GS1 system and used to identify a type of Reusable Transport Item (RTI). 

SUF IMEI 

The International Mobile Station Equipment Identity (IMEI) is a unique number 
to identify mobile phones. 
It includes the origin, model and serial number of the device. The structure is 
specified in 3GPP TS 23.003. 

UA Ultimate customer's article number 

Number assigned by ultimate customer to identify relevant article. 

X10 Lottery game number (GS1 Temporary Code) 
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X11 Lottery pack book number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

X12 NABCA product code (GS1 Temporary Code) 

X13 Waste type number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Identification of the type of item number. Notes: User or association defined 
code. May be used in combination with 1131/3055. 

X2 Ear-tag number (GS1 Temporary Code) 

Unique number given by a national authority to identify an animal individually. 
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UNH+X+PROINQ:D:01B:UN:EAN004:X' 

UNH+ME000001+PROINQ:D:01B:UN:EAN004' 

BGM+251::9:X+X+1' 

BGM+251::9+214+9' 

DTM+2:X:102' 

DTM+137:20020615:102' 

CUX+2:ADP:8' 

CUX+2:EUR:8' 

NAD+AB+X::9+X::::X+X:X:X:X:X:1+X:X:X:X+X+X:23:2:X+X+AD' 

NAD+SU+5411111123451::9' 
NAD+BY+5412345123453::9' 

CTA+IC+X:X' 

CTA+IC+:W MILLS' 

COM+X:EI' 

COM+004461879523:FX' 

RFF+CR:X' 

RFF+CR:12332' 

DTM+171:X:102' 

DTM+171:20020202:102' 

LIN+9++X:SRV' 

LIN+1++5412345000013:SRV' 
LIN+2' 

CCI+11++X1:23:9:X:X' 

CCI+11++ZZZ::91:FABRIC' 

CAV+1:23:9:RIGHTRET5:RIGHTRET5' 

CAV+E15::60' 
CAV+:::WOOL' 

MEA+PD+AAA:3:42+CMT:9:9:9' 

MEA+SV++P1:15' 

IRQ+1E:23:9:X' 

IRQ+1E::9' 
IRQ+3E::9' 

PIA+1+X:BP:23:9+X:AA:23:2+X:AA:23:2+X:AA:23:2+X:AA:23:2' 

PIA+1+:IN' 
PIA+2+:SRV' 
PIA+4+:SRV' 
PIA+5+:SA' 

MEA+PD+AAA:3:42+CMT:9:9:9:1' 

MEA+PD+LN' 

NAD+DS+X::9+X::::X+X:X:X:X:X:1+X:X:X:X+X+X:23:2:X+X+AD' 

NAD+MF+5422331123459::9' 
NAD+DS' 

PGI+11+BAG:CO:9:X' 

PGI+11' 
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DTM+44:X:102' 

DTM+44' 

PRI+AAA:9:CT:AP:9:KGM' 

PRI+AAA' 

RNG+3+KGM:9:9' 

RNG+3+AMT:1500:4000' 

UNT+22+X' 

UNT+29+ME000001' 

 


